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Figure 1: The overall distribution of the Project
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I.
1.1

Introduction to the Project

1.1.1

Background

SUMMARY

Chaonan District Government won the Asian Development Bank (ADB) loan $100 million
for the Guangdong Chaonan Water Resources Development and Protection
Demonstration Project (Project). The project will protect water resources and improve
water security in Chaonan District, Shantou Municipality, Guangdong Province of the
People’s Republic of China (PRC). The project will ensure new or more reliable water
supply for about 1.37 million (about 256,000 families) urban and rural inhabitants of
Chaonan District by integrating urban–rural water supply systems and reducing water
losses. Meanwhile, It will also support watershed management through reforestation,
pollution prevention and ， water quality monitoring, public awareness building, and
institutional capacity development, etc. The project will not only have a favorable impact
on the better health and life quality in Chaonan District; but also bring about the outcome
of improved and equitable water supply services to urban and rural residents in Chaonan
District.
The project includes three outputs:
Output 1: Improved water resources protection. This output comprises (i) public
awareness and learning on environment and sanitation; (ii) water conservation
reforestation of about 1,682 hectares (ha) in the catchments of Jinxi, Longxi, and Qiufeng
reservoirs; (iii) a study on pollution prevention and control measures in the water source
protection zone; and (iv) solid waste collection and treatment in Chengpo and Qiufeng
villages.
Output 2: Improved water supply infrastructure. This output comprises (i) expansion of
the capacity of the Qiufeng water supply plant (WSP) from 70,000 m3/day to 142,000 m3/day,
and construction of the sludge treatment facilities and water intake facilities; (ii)
rehabilitation of the Jinxi WSP by constructing a pump station and the sludge treatment
facilities; (iii) construction of the Longxi WSP with a capacity of 100,000 m3/day, including
the sludge treatment facilities and a pump station; (iv) installation and upgrade of the water
transmission and distribution pipelines in the district with a total length of about 1,000
kilometers; (v) establishment of a water quality monitoring center; (vi) installation of water
meters for about 37,770 household; and (vii) provision of operation and maintenance
equipment, including leakage detection equipment.
Output 3: Strengthened institutional and staff capacity. This output comprises (i)
provision of consulting services and relevant training programs, including study tours for
project implementation; (ii) support for the establishment of a water supply control center
with a remote monitoring and control system, a data transmission and dispatching center,
and a communication network attached; (iii) support for the establishment of a
management center of water resources and three preventions (flood, drought, and
1
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typhoon); (iv) preparation of an action plan regarding water resources protection and
development to address issues concerning water safety, water allocation optimization, and
water reuse and conservation; and (v) establishment of a project monitoring and evaluation
system.
Table 1-1: Basic Information of the Project
Loan No.

3114-PRC

Project

Guangdong Chaonan Water Resources Development and Protection
Demonstration Project

Borrower

People’s Republic of China

Signing Date

30 May 2014

Effectivity Date

12 August 2014

Project Completion Date 31 Mar 2021
Closing Date

30 September 2021

Last ADB Mission

Dec 17 2020

Executing Agency( EA)

Chaonan District Government

Implementing
Agency( EA)

(1) Water Bureau of Chaonan District
(2) Urban Management Bureau of Chaonan District
(3) Agricultural Bureau of Chaonan District
(4) Education Bureau of Chaonan District
(5) Environment Protection Bureau of Chaonan District
(6) Chaonan Tap Water Company

Investment and
financing plan

Proposed total project investment is $230.75 million, including $100
million from the ADB loan and the rest from domestic counterpart
funding.

Of the three outputs, lands used for Output 1(improved water resources protection) will be
the lands that are not currently cultivated or contracted to villagers for farming or planting
economic forest; therefore, no land acquisition and resettlement will be involved. Output 2
(integrated urban and rural water supply system) has involved the land acquisition and
resettlement. Output 2 consists of five sub-outputs: (i) expansion of the Qiufeng WSP in
Gucuo Village, Liangying Town; (ii) reconstruction of the Jinxi WSP in Shenxi Village,
Xiancheng Town; (iii) construction of the Longxi WSP in Dongbo Village, Longtian Town;
(iv)installation of about 1,000 (km) of pipelines; and (v) establishment of a water quality
monitoring center. Output 3 (strengthened institutional and staff capacity) does not involve
land acquisition and resettlement.
1.1.2

Progress update

There are altogether 14 construction contracts in this project now as Contract C5 has been
combined into C3 as mutually agreed by ADB and PMO. Up to this report phase, only
contract package of C7, C8, C11, C12 C13 and C14 are still under construction, with
completion rate of over 85%. The rest contract packages have all been completed as of
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this report phase. Details are presented as below:
Table 1-2: Summary of Contract Award of ADB Financed Contracts and
Implementation Status
Code

1

Description

Contractor

Construc
Bid
Date of
tion
Completion
Opening Contract Starting
date
Date

C1

Exhibition hall for
water resource
protection and
bulletin boards

Gansu yi’an
construction
technology group
co., ltd.

2019/6/1
4

2019/8/9

2019/9/1
0

C2

Water
conservation
reforestation
around the three
major reservoir
areas

Shantou nanyang
greening co., ltd.

2016/12/
13

2017/3/2
2

2017/3/2
Completed1
6

C3

Civil works,
installation, and
commissioning of
water
transmission
pipelines for
Shikeng to
Yangfenchen
and Wugou
reservoir to the
Longxi water
supply plant and
for Shi-Jing
section

Consortium of
Guangdong
Yaonan
Construction
Company and
Guangdong No.2
Hydroelectric
Company

2016/4/8

2016/5/1
2

2016/7/2
3

Completed

C4

Consortium of
Guangdong No.2
Construction
Civil works,
Engineering Co.
installation, and
Ltd and
commissioning of
Guangzhou
the Longxi water
Professional Water
supply plant
Supply
Construction and
Installation Co. Ltd.

2015/10/
9

2015/10/
28

2015/12/
29

Completed

C6

Water distribution
Shantou sanling
pipelines in
civil construction
Longtian
company
township

2017/5/3

2017/6/2
6

2017/9/2
8

Completed

C7

Water distribution
pipelines in
Tastod
townships of
construction group
Liangying and
Xiancheng

2018/12/
6

2019/4/2
5

2019/4/3
0

2020/10/31

97%
completed,
with 2 km
remaining;
2021/3/31

Completion acceptance on 29 November 2019.
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Code

Description

Contractor

Construc
Bid
Date of
tion
Completion
Opening Contract Starting
date
Date

C8

Expansion of
Qiufeng water
supply plant and
reconstruction of
Jinxi water
supply plant

Consortium of
Guangdong No.2
Construction
Engineering Co.
Ltd and Huizhou
Hydroelectirc
Construction
Engineering Co.
Ltd

2017/8/4

2017/9/7

2018/4/4

85%
completed;
2021/2/28

C9

Distribution
pipelines in
townships of
Chengtian and
Jingdu

Guangdong dayu
water conservancy
construction co.
Ltd.

2017/5/3

2017/6/2
7

2017/8/2
5

Completed

C10

Highway pipeline
network of the
Shantou sanling
water supply for
civil construction
each village in
company.
Chaonan District
Phase I

2013/06/ 2013/071 2013/07/
20
0
25

Completed

C11

Guangdong dayu
Distribution
water conservancy
pipelines in
construction co.
Lugang township
Ltd.

2018/10/
9

2018/12/
9

2018/12/
25

97%
completed,
with 1.7km
remaining;
2021/3/31

C12

Distribution
pipelines in
Xiashan

Shantou sanling
civil construction
company

2018/9/2
1

2019/4/1
7

2019/4/2
8

90%,50km
remaining;
2021/3/31

C13

Distribution
pipelines in
townships of
Chendian and
Simapu

Shantou sanling
civil construction
company

2018/12/
21

2019/2/1
1

2019/5/1
3

90%, 3.2km
remaining;
2021/3/31

C14

Civil works,
installation, and
commissioning of
water
transmission
pipeline for HeYang, Si-gao,
and Xia-Xin
sections

Guangdong dayu
water conservancy
construction co,.
Ltd.

2019/2/1
5

2019/4/1
2

2019/7/5

92%,1km
remaining;
2021/3/31

C15

Civil works,
installation, and
commissioning of
water
transmission
pipeline for

Main contractor:
Shantou Chaoyang
No.1 Construction &
Installation
Controlling
Company; Member:

2019/2/1
5

2019/4/2
5

2019/5/2
0

Completed
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Code

Description
Donglan and
Shan-He
sections

1.2

Contractor

Construc
Bid
Date of
tion
Completion
Opening Contract Starting
date
Date

Shantou Chaoyang
Construction
Engineering Corp

Major Findings in the Previous Monitoring:

Issues identified by previous monitoring and ADB mission:
i. As required in SDAP, activities on capacity development for new economic
achievements, leadership and labors transferred by urban expansion shall be enhance.
In this report phase, capacity development has been included in various workshops in
the project implementation period, including the training provided to PMO and PIUs
personnel on project management, social inclusive and gender sensitiveness. Besides,
3 trainings have been conducted including ADB’s online training on SDAP and GAP
implementation, and financial management.
For labors transferred by urban expansion, Chaonan district government has conducted
activities in Aug. 2020 to propaganda the related laws and regulations, such as Labor
Law, Regulations on the Protection of Workers' Rights and Interests, Regulations on
the Protection of Female Workers' Rights and Interests, and Regulations on the
Protection of Migrant Workers, etc.. Consultations have been conducted by lawyers and
officials from Federal of Labor Union, and local community management committee.
More than 200 booklets and 800 flyers have been distributed.
PMO will coordinate with Chaonan Human Resource and Social Security Bureau for
more activities or workshops for surplus rural labors and transferred labors.
ii. Project outcome for women’s benefit in water supply: It is indicated in GAP that
workload on women will be reduced as a result of the improved and equitable water
supply service, in particular for rural females. But since the pipeline construction in rural
areas has not been completed yet, the rural households cannot have tap water supply
connected. As the project has been extended and the construction will not be completed
until Mar. 31, 2021, data and impact analysis for beneficiaries, especially women, will be
conducted before June, 2021.
iii. Evaluation of the quality of water supply service: This task has not been conducted
yet by far, but has been scheduled by PMO with questionnaire developed with help of
consulting teams. The survey and evaluation will be conducted upon the completion of
the pipeline completion by end Mar. 2021. More details are to be presented in the next
report.
iv. Managerial and skill positions for females in Output 1: In this report, this situation has
5
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been greatly improved as there are 12 positions provided for women on water
conservation forest nursery, with 6 skilled and managerial positions (50%). However, for
the subproject of Solid waste treatment in Chengpo and Qiufeng Village, no skilled and
managerial positions were provided for women yet even though the proportion of female’
s unskilled positions has reached 40%, more than the target of 30%. PMO has urged the
Chaonan Urban Management Bureau and the two village commitees to enhance the
gender awareness, and provide more managerial and skill job opportunities.
v. The female training participation rates also showed ineffective which was corelated to
the low female employment rate: In this report phase, the females’ employment rate is
22.79%, 4.47% than the proportion of 1st half of 2020, but still not good enough as
required. The corelated female trainee proportion is as low as 17.2% with 64 women.
As the construction are about to complete in the 1st quarter or 2021, PMO has urged all
contractors to have all female employees receive training and try to use more female
labors as the ending phase can provide more light-labor job opportunities.
1.3

External Resettlement Monitoring & Evaluation

The external monitoring & evaluation (M&E) work of the resettlement and implementation
of the SAP and the GAP is solely undertaken by an implementing agency known as Beijing
Blue Angel (BBA) Environmental Science and Technology Co., Ltd, as engaged by
Chaonan Water Supply Company.
1.3.1

Scope of the M&E in this report phase

By the 2nd half of 2020, project implementation has been monitored for the project
performance on the basis of resettlement plan (RP), social development action plan
(SDAP), gender action plan (GAP), and design and monitoring framework (DMF).
Land acquisition and resettlement (LAR). 1) the LAR for construction of three proposed
water supply plants in a total of 79.33 mu of permanent land has been acquisitioned. The
scope of this external M&E is based on the monitoring and evaluation of land acquisition
and resettlement about this 79.33 mu permanently acquisitioned land and the construction
waste residue area with continuously attention on the economic recovery for two affected
HHs. As for temporary land acquisition, the construction of exhibition hall construction,
Qiufeng WSP and reconstruction of Jinxi WPS do not involve any temporarily occupied
land，while recent status of temporary land occupation caused by pipeline construction
has been updated for the related distribution pipeline construction in Liangying town,
Xiancheng town, Lugang town, Chendian town and Simapu town, Xiashan Street, and
water transmission pipeline for He-Yang, Si-gao, and Xia-Xin sections
According to the project implementation plan, by the 2nd half of 2020, the SDAP and the
GAP have also been carried out continuously, and this report also includes monitoring and
evaluation on land acquisition and implementation of the social and gender action plan.
1.3.2

Procedure and Methodology of the M&E in this report phase

Our team has followed up the implementation of the LAR of various subprojects and
6
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analysis the implementation status and results of social and gender action, reviewed the
previous findings, and identified existing issues with corresponding suggestions. The
external M&E of the Project have been conducted as per the following methods:
(i)

Follow-up interviews and field surveys. Discussions were held with affected
townships/communities, village committees, villagers' representatives/residents'
representatives and heads of households to be relocated, to understand the impact
of the project, the needs and willingness of the affected HH with different incomes,
public participation, compensation for LAR, and economic recovery.

(ii) Survey on implementation of the GAP and the SAP. Regarding the projects or
subprojects being implemented or the contract packages being executed,
comparison and analysis of the workers employed and the gender proportion thereof
have been carried out so as to make sure whether the target values in the SAP and
the GAP have been reached .
(iii) Processing and analysis of the data as collected from all the EAs and related
agencies, e.g., the construction companies, the Social Security Bureau, etc. have
been carried out.
(iv) Report the monitoring and evaluation results with analysis.
1.3.3

Scope of this Report

This report is the 13th independent external monitoring and evaluation report on Water
Resources Development and Protection Demonstration Project, with the purpose of
monitoring and summarizing the current progress on resettlement plan , the SDAP and the
GAP being implemented as of the 2nd half of 2020; following up the resettlement,
compensation and economy recovery of the HHs affected by the permanent land acquisition;
monitoring the fulfillment of the target values in the SDAP and the GAP, proposing
corresponding countermeasures with respect to the existing problems.
1.3.4

Schedule of the M&E in this report phase

In Jan. 2021, we have conducted data collection and necessary investigation for the
external monitoring and evaluation of the resettlement, social and gender action plan of
the project, and will submit the external monitoring report in Feb. 2021.
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II.
2.1

IMPLEMENTATION OF RESETTLEMENT

Permanent Land Acquisition and Resettlement

2.1.1 Compensation Payment on the Acquisitioned Land
Only Output 2- the improved water supply infrastructure, involves land acquisition and
resettlement (LAR) impacts, therefore, the PMO prepared a resettlement plan (RP) for the
LAR during the project preparation. By far, the permanent land acquisition status of the
three involved water plants is consistent with the effected scope in the original
Resettlement Plan. All the relevant permanent land acquisition have been strictly
conducted within the prescribed scope of Resettlement Plan. Chaonan PMO has effected
the payments to the affected three villages in a total amount of RMB 6.0614 million CNY
for acquiring a total of 79.33mu land. Therefore, there is no need to update the part of
permanent land acquisition in Resettlement Plan.
As for collective land for permanent acquisition in July 2014, Chaonan PMO has effected
all the payment for the permanently acquisitioned land of 79.33mu in the affected three
villages, in the total amount of 6,061,4000.00 CNY. See details in Table 2-1:
Table 2-1: Land Acquisition Compensation Payment on the Three WSPs
(Unit：10,000 CNY)
The project using land

Location

Newly-built Longxi Water Dongbo Village,
Plan
Longtian Town

Land
Acquisition
Area (Mu)

Overall
Resettlement
compensation Compensation
Fee
Fee

44.33

354.64

15

Expanded Qiufeng
Water Plant

Gucuo Village,
Liangying Town

25

192.5

0

Renovated Jinxi Water
Plan

Shenxi Village,
Xiancheng Town

10

59

0

Total

Three Village
Committees

79.33

606.14

15

Resource: Chaonan PMO

1) Income Restoration Status
According to the RP, this project needs to permanently acquisition a total of 79.33 mu of
collective land; By the end of 2014, Guangdong Chaonan Water Resources Development
and Protection Demonstration Project conducted land acquisition from three villages, and
a total of 79.33 mu collective land has been permanently acquisitioned. The completion
rate for permanent land acquisition is 100%. The IA of the project has acquisitioned 44.33
mu of permanent land for the construction of Longxi WSP from Dongbo Village, Shenxi
Town. Compensation shall be paid to the two affected HHs as per the land lease agreement
as signed between the two HHs and Dongpo Village Committee and the possible impact
on the 2 HHs of the official commencement time of Longxi WSP . Currently, the project
8
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has started. Two affected HHs had received the land acquisition notification before the
construction started, and decided not to rent the land as from 1 January 2015.
According to one of the affected household (Zheng Yongxiong’s family), he leased 65 mu
of arable land for a short term (including the 22.165 mu land to be acquisitioned, among
which there is 19.33mu land to be permanently acquisitioned), which is used to plant
orange. Besides, he also leased 7 mu of pond to feed fish. These two tracts of leasehold
land bring them in about 120, 000 CNY every year.
When the permanent land acquisition started at the beginning of 2015, the household got
20,000 CNY as the direct financial compensation for the permanently acquisitioned land
as per the compensation agreement. There are totally 8 people in the family. The couple
are in their 50s; their two sons are in their 20’s and both are married; and they also have
two grandsons respectively at the age of 6 and 10, among whom, two of the HH take
charge of the pond’s operation and management. By far, 30,000 CNY has been ploughed
into the expanded operations of the pond. And they also renewed the contract with the
village committee for an additional 5 years’ contractual operation of the pond. The
investment is expected to bring their annual income up 10,000 CNY from the previous
period. and even more benefits will be brought about in later period. In addition, while their
son and daughter-in-law were growing orange, they can earn an additional daily income of
100 CNY by taking odds jobs in local areas, such as doing temporary farm transport,
working as motorcycle-taxi drivers or doing other local part-time jobs, , which can bring
them an annual income of about 28,000 CNY. The two daughters-in-law help deal with
household chores and take care of the two children. Moreover, Dongbo Village Committee
has signed a five-year lease (2013-2018) contract with Zheng’s family regarding a tract of
farmland of 58mu to be used for cultivating paddy. The village committee is planning to
renew the contract with the household in 2019 and continue to rent the land to the
household. This tract of land is suitable to cultivate paddy. An average paddy-planting
subsidy of 160 CNY/ mu has been provided for the HH by the government. And all the
harvested rice is purchased by the government so the income from planting paddy will be
more stable compared with planting orange, which needs to be marketed by themselves
and is susceptible to natural disaster and the damage caused by pests.
In June 2019 and January 2020, external M&E experts has conducted follow-up monitoring
by both site visit and made online interview in Dongbo Village again , and found that the
whole year income of Zheng’s family in 2019 has increased by about 10% compared with
that before land acquisition. The main increase comes from planting paddy and taking odd
jobs. Meanwhile, the income from operating the pond also has increased. All the income
increase can make up for the income loss of planting orange as caused by land acquisition.
Therefore currently the household’s income has exceeded the income before land
acquisition, and the income is coming from more reliable and sustainable sources. The
monitoring results in this report period indicate that the income of this household remains
stable and unchanged during the monitoring period. The annual income will be followed
up again in the next report period. The permanent land acquisition produces no adverse
impact on the household, and no complaints have been received as yet.

9
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The other affected household (Zheng Shufeng’s family) has totally leased 25 mu of unused
arable land to operate and sell building materials (The land is used as the storage yard),
which has brought the household an annual income of 300,000 CNY. There are 6 people
in this family. The couple of Mr. and Mrs. Zheng are in their 50s (Mrs. Zheng is staying at
home due to poor health).The son and the daughter-in-law are migrant workers at other
places. They have two granddaughters. One granddaughter is still studying in college; and
another adult granddaughter is staying at home to help with the business and household
chores. The HH should have to pay for their younger granddaughter’s education in college.
At the beginning of 2015 and during the permanent land acquisition, the family got 130,000
CNY as the direct financial compensation as per the compensation agreement. There are
6 people in the family, among whom, two people are responsible for operation and
management of the construction material business. After being compensated, the family
has signed the a contract with the Dongbo Village Committee for a vacant land of 7-8mu
to continue their business of building materials, the cost of the new business premises is
about CNY 100,000. With the expansion of their construction material business, the annual
income is 50,000 CNY higher than that before land acquisition. Furthermore, in the
transitional period of the HH after land acquisition, the balance of compensation is CNY
30,000, which is enough to maintain the life quality of the HH at normal level. The
monitoring and survey results in this report period indicate that Zheng’s family continue
operating the transportation business of building materials with their 14 trucks, each with
an capacity of 30 cubic meters. The site change has brought some inconvenience to their
sand and stone business at the beginning, but with the development of their business, their
income has not been affected since most of the materials are sold to the neighborhood
people who are going to build houses for themselves. Since the second half of 2016, the
affected household began to repair their own vehicles, reducing the cost of vehicle
maintenance, and the revenue was in good and stable condition. In 2020, the external
monitoring experts followed up the investigation by visits and telephone interview, and
found that the profit margin of the household in 2020 was basically at the same level as
that of the same period of last year. Therefore, the monitoring results of this period show
that the income of Mr. Zheng Shufeng's family is stable during the monitoring period, and
the permanent land acquisition has no negative impact on the family, with no complaints.
2)

Resettlement Compensation Status

On 1 December 2014, Dongbo Village Committee, Longtian Town signed the Land
Acquisition Resettlement Compensation Agreement with the first affected household
Zheng Yongxiong (planting fruit trees). After accounting and discussion, 20,000 CNY was
determined to pay for the resettlement compensation, in compensation for the losses in
their benefits of planting orange, banana, their family income and other planting benefits;
the expenses for land leveling of the new planting site and investment into the planting
again, which are all caused by the land acquisition for Longxi Water Plant construction.
On 1 December 2014, Dongbo Village Committee, Longtian Township signed the Land
Acquisition Resettlement Compensation Agreement with the second affected household
10
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Zheng Shufeng (construction material business). After accounting and discussion, 130,000
CNY was determined to pay for the resettlement compensation, in compensation for losses
in business and family income, and for costs of handling the remaining materials,
demolishing the existing structures, leveling the ground and erecting the buildings on new
business premises, , etc., which are all caused by the land acquisition for Longxi Water
Plant. The compensation payments respectively to these two families have both taken
effect on 4 June 2015.
3)

Resettlement Compensation Evaluation

Taking into full account the actual benefits of the two affected HHs, and the maximum
compensation to them, the LAR personnel in Dongbo Village, Longtian Town have been
implementing the resettlement compensation and helping the two affected households
recover economy in the shortest possible time, and consequently reduced the losses of
the two affected households. Land acquisition and relocation have been carried out in a
friendly manner, which won the good comments of two affected households and the whole
village. According to the previous M&E results, the two households’ living and production
conditions have not been changed, and no reduction in the households’ income and no
adverse impact on their living standard have been caused by the land acquisition. Experts
have visited Dongbo village again in Aug. 2020, and found that the Covid-19 situation has
some impacts on the affected HHs but their business has been recovered in the 2nd half of
2020. No impact occurred by the land acquisition to the two HHs.
2.1.2

Endowment Insurance

Table 2-3: Endowment Insurance for Affected Villagers in Three Water Supply Plants
Endowment insurance
premium (10000 yuan)

Beneficiary
number

Long tian Dongbo
village

40.5

45

Expansion of Qiufeng
water plant

LIangying Guyan village

20.7

23

Reconstruction of Jinxi
water plant

Xiancheng Shenqi
village

8.1

9

Total

Three village
committees

69.3

77

Land use project

Address

New Longxi water plant

Source: Chaonan PMO

According to the resettlement plan of the project, the project shall provide endowment
insurance for 77 villagers from three affected villages. On December 23, 2011 and October
30, 2012, the Financial Bureau of Chaonan district directly appropriated the endowment
insurance expenses to the Social Security Bureau of Chaonan District, totaling CNY
693,000, to pay the 15-year endowment insurance for the farmers whose land has been
acquisitioned. The payment standard is CNY 50 per month, and CNY 9,000 in total for
each person.
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The endowment insurance payment of the affected villages has been completed, and the
affected people have been compensated according to the resettlement plan, as follows:
(1) Dongpo Village, Longtian Town: Mr. Zheng, the village head, of Dongbo Village said that
the beneficiaries’ name list of 45 villagers are determined by the village committee; and
the village committee is planning to put those who are poorest and who need the pension
most on the name list. The list has been posted to the public before being submitted to the
Social Security Bureau. According to the latest information provided by Chaonan Social
Security Bureau, till the end of June 2018, there are 12 (3 females included) of the 45
villagers (22 females included) who has reached the age of 60 and started to get the
pension from the account, 5 villagers (2 females included) more than those in the previous
M&E report. In their pension, 119.74 CNY/month is coming from the endowment insurance
of 9000 CNY/person paid due to the land acquisition. Beneficiary’s name list and detailed
pension information of Dongbo Village have been shown in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1: Beneficiary’s Name List and Detailed Pension Information of Dongbo
Village

(2) Gucuo Village, Liangying Town : On December 2, 2018, the Gucuo Village Committee
once again convened a community resident congress (see Figure 2-2) to discuss the name
list of pension compensation (see Figure 2-3 for details). There are altogether 25 mu land
acquisitioned and 23 beneficiaries’ pension insurance available in Gucuo Village. The
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meeting discussed and decided the 23 beneficiaries on the name list who can receive the
pension in compensation. They are all residents of the community who are over 59 years
old. In October 2019, the village committee submitted the name list to the Social Security
Bureau through the town government, and then the Social Security Bureau paid the
corresponding security funds to their respective pension accounts. Therefore, the
compensation in Gucuo Village paid by endowment insurance has been completed.
Figure 2-2：The Gucuo Village Committee Convened a Resident Congress on
Beneficiaries of Land Acquisition Compensation on December 2, 2018
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Figure 2-3：The List of 23 Beneficiaries of Pension in Gucuo Village

Figure 2-4: Land Acquisition Compensation Personnel Information of Endowment
Insurance in Gucuo Village (23 people)

(3) Shenxi village, Xiancheng Town: according to Director Liu of Shenxi village,
Xiancheng Town, Shenxi village has a large population and more than 2000 people
have already received endowment insurance. The acquired land belongs to collective
land and is used by the collective. The project of Jinxi Water Plant has acquisitioned
14
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10 mu land from Shenxi village. According to the original plan of endowment
insurance compensation, 9 persons should be selected from the villagers for
compensation. The number of persons for compensation is too small but the total
number of people in the whole village is too large, so the village committee founds it
difficult to distribute them fairly. So in 2014, through the approval procedure of the
Shenxi village villagers' congress, the endowment insurance which benefits 9 persons
in this project , together with the 18 persons who could be provided by the land
requisition of other projects in the village, were changed into the endowment
insurance evenly shared by all the 2025 elder villagers who are receiving the
endowment insurance .In November 2014, the scheme was officially approved by the
HumanRresources and Social Security Bureau of Chaonan district (as shown in
Figure 2-5). So far, the compensation issuein Shenxi village committee of Xiancheng
town has been solved.
Figure 2-5: Official Approval On Land Acquisition Endowment Insurance
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2.1.3

Land Use Plan for the Village Collective Reserved Land

According to the RP, the three affected villages have all marked out a total of 11.66mu
reserved land (see the details in Table 2-4) according to the area of acquisitioned land and
a particular proportion. Chaonan PMO has completed all the procedures to change the
farmland into the homestead, and has paid off all the related taxes and charges. During
this period the external monitoring experts did not visit the three villages, but according to
the communication results of the two villagesthrough the PMO’s focal staff, the specific
situation of each village has not changed compared with that of the previous period, and
there is no updated information as yet, specific details are shown as follows:
(1) According to Mr. Zheng, Director of Dongpo Village, Dongpo Village is planning to build
7 11-storied apartment buildings on a tract of land with a combined total of 27.34 mu, which
includes the 6.65 mu village collective reserved land as obtained from the project, a 17.5
mu existing homestead and a 3.19 mu newly applied plot to be approved of. The project of
7 11-storied buildings will provide apartments for villagers who cannot afford a homestead,
and will eventually benefit 400 peasant HHs once completed. Currently, the plan is still
under review, and the increased land area has not yet been approved of by the government.
(2) According to Mr. Liu, Director of Shenxi Village, their village committee has decided to
merge together the 1.5mu reserved land and another tract of land with an area of 3.0mu2
into a combined land for developing collective economy.
(3) Again according to Mr. Zhong in Gucuo Village, the director of the village committee,
due to the land acquisition for this project, they have already been allocated 3.51mu
reserved land, plus another 20mu homestead, as allocated due to the land acquisition for
a highway construction project and a power reconstruction project, currently they have a
total of 23.51mu homestead3, on which apartment buildings are to be used for villagers.
Since the existing 23.51 mu homestead has been divided into two tracts of land by the
overhead high-voltage wire, and after the overhead high-voltage wire is relocated, the
nature of the land below is still agricultural land. Therefore, it is necessary to apply to
change the nature of the land. In 2018, the village has applied for a new tract of 34.5 mu
land (including 6 mu land below the existing overhead high-voltage wire and another tract
of 28.5 mu land) so as to form a stretch of homestead with a combined total of 58 mu by
joining together the existing 23.51 mu homestead and the newly applied 34.5 mu
homestead, which will be used for building the apartment buildings in a unified way, so as
to solve the housing problems for all villagers who have not been allocated the
homestead. At present, the newly applied 34.5 mu homestead remains to be approved
of by the district government. According to Mr Zhong, the land use application in Shantou
City is being strictly controlled by the district government, and it still takes a relatively long
period of time for the land use application to be approved of.
Since the area of the reserved land obtained from the project for the three villages is too
small to meet the demand of land planning of the village collective, each village needs to
2
3

Undeveloped collective land remained in the village.
Previous reserved land for land acquisition.
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combine their existing reserved land with other reserved land so as to form a combined
plot to meet their needs of unified planning. Therefore, a large proportion of the plot, as
needed in the land plan being applied for by each village, does not fall within the scope of
this project, and need to be applied for and obtained through other projects’ land acquisition.
And the monitoring of this project cannot cover the specific schedule of other projects’ land
plans. However, procedures of this project for all the 11.66 mu reserved land in the three
affected villages have been fully completed in this project, and related taxes of the reserved
land (the land nature has been changed from cultivated land to homestead) have all been
paid off by Chaonan Water Supply Company as per the requirements in the RP through
the Land and Resources Bureau.
Table 2-4：Land Use Plan for Reserved Lands
Reserved
Land area
(Mu)

Total area under
application /
approval (mu)

Land
Status

Use Plan

Dongbo Village
Newly-built Longxi
Committee,
Water Plan
Longtian Town

6.65

27.34

House Site

Farmer's
Apartment

Gucuo Village
Expanded Qiufeng
Committee,
Water Plant
Liangying Town

3.51

58

House Site

Farmer's
Apartment

1.5

4.5

House Site

Collective
Economic
Entity

11.66

89.84

Land Used
Project

Address

Renovated Jinxi
Water Plan

Shenxi Village
Committee,
Xiancheng
Town

Total

3 village
committees

2.2

Collective
House Site Economic
Entity

Temporary Land Occupation

In the original Resettlement Plan, only Output 2 involves temporary occupation of 2271.16
mu of land for the purpose of laying pipelines, stacking building materials, temporarily
stacking waste residue and building temporary access roads for civil works, including: (i)
802.83 mu of temporarily occupied state-owned land (i.e., 112932 meters of the green belts
of road), which is used as the work yard of installing all the water supply pipelines or as
the storage yard for construction waste disposal. (ii) 1468.33 mu temporarily occupied
collective land, which is used for other construction works disposal.
According to the construction design drawing, the temporary land occupation areas has
been improved by the practical construction condition and the diameter of pipes, in a total
of 4888.1 mu of temporary acquisition land. In this report phase, no farmland have been
occupied as temporary lands. As of this period, the total accumulative amount of temporary
land acquisition for the project is added up to 3283.18 mu, including 1.63 mu farmland,
36.83 mu industrial storage land, and 3244.72mu transportation land for the pipeline
construction of C7, C11, C12, C13, and C14. Since the project has not been completed
yet, the actual temporary occupied lands will be further updated when the land acquisition
17
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is completed.
The details of the temporary land acquisition of the project are shown in the table below.
Table 2-5: Temporary Land Use of the Project - Comparison with design and real
construction（C7）
C7 (Pipeline engineering of Liangying town and Xiancheng town)
Item

Unit

Subtotal

Waste
disposal
area

Water
transmission
and
distribution
pipeline

7.50

4.20

411.74

Each
Temporary
Temporary
construction soil storage construction
area
yard
road

1.Temporary
land use

Mu

423.44

(1) Cultivated
land

Mu

0.00

①Paddy field

Mu

0.00

②Dry land

Mu

0.00

(2) Garden
plot

Mu

0.00

①Orchard

Mu

0.00

(3) Forest land

Mu

0.00

①Woodland

Mu

0.00

(4) Industrial
and mining
storage land

Mu

11.70

7.50

4.20

①Industrial
land

Mu

11.70

7.50

4.20

(5) Land for
transportation

Mu

411.74

411.74

①Road land

Mu

411.74

411.74

②Rural road
land

Mu

0.00

2.Total floor
area of water
transmission
and
distribution
pipeline of
contract
pipeline (MU)

381.76

3.Completion
proportion

1.11

4. Temporary
land area in
development
design

458.68

7.50

91.20

359.99

5.Temporary
land area in
construction
drawing

381.76

7.50

4.20

370.06
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Table 2-6: Temporary land use of the project - comparison table of design and
construction area（C11）
C11(Pipeline engineering in Lugang town)
Item

Unit

Temporary
Temporary
soil
construction
storage
road
yard

Waste
disposal
area

Water
transmission
and
distribution
pipeline
285.50

Subtotal

Each
construction
area
4.50

2.04

1.Temporary
land use

Mu

292.04

(1) Cultivated
land

Mu

0.00

①Paddy field

Mu

0.00

②Dry land

Mu

0.00

(2) Garden plot

Mu

0.00

①Orchard

Mu

0.00

(3) Forest land

Mu

0.00

①Woodland

Mu

0.00

(4) Industrial
and mining
storage land

Mu

6.54

4.50

2.04

①Industrial
land

Mu

6.54

4.50

2.04

(5) Land for
transportation

Mu

285.50

285.50

①Road land

Mu

285.50

285.50

②Rural road
land

Mu

0.00

2.Total floor
area of water
transmission
and distribution
pipeline of
contract
pipeline (MU)

299.20

3.Completion
proportion

0.98

4. Temporary
land area in
development
design

234.64

4.50

48.60

181.54

5.Temporary
land area in
construction
drawing

299.20

4.50

2.04

294.53
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Table 2-7: Temporary land use of the project - comparison table of design and
construction area（C12）
C12 (Xiashan Street pipeline project)
Item

Unit

Water
Temporar
Temporary Waste transmission
y soil
constructio disposal
and
storage
n road
area
distribution
yard
pipeline

Subtotal

Each
constructio
n area
6.00

0.68

1.Temporary land use

Mu

2077.06

2070.38

(1) Cultivated land

Mu

0.00

①Paddy field

Mu

0.00

②Dry land

Mu

0.00

(2) Garden plot

Mu

0.00

①Orchard

Mu

0.00

(3) Forest land

Mu

0.00

①Woodland

Mu

0.00

(4) Industrial and mining
storage land

Mu

6.68

6.00

0.68

①Industrial land

Mu

6.68

6.00

0.68

(5) Land for
transportation

Mu

2070.38

2070.38

①Road land

Mu

2070.38

2070.38

②Rural road land

Mu

0.00

2.Total floor area of
water transmission and
distribution pipeline of
contract pipeline (MU)

2416.26

3.Completion proportion

35%

4. Temporary land area
in development design

1065.58

6.00

33.90

1025.68

5.Temporary land area
in construction drawing

2416.26

6.00

0.68

2409.58

Note: The reasons for the increase of the temporary occupied land area of C12 package are as follows: 1)
Pipelines with pipe diameter above DN 25 are only included in the preliminary design stage, so the total length is
only 477 km. However, in the detailed construction design stage, pipelines with pipe diameter below DN 25 are
also included resulting in the total length of 778 kilometers, which cause an increase of 301 kilometers, so the
temporary occupied land area is increased correspondingly. 2) The ground occupation space width of the pipeline
with pipe diameter below DN100 was not well designed in the preliminary design stage as its width was changed
from 1.2 meters to 2.0 meters according to the construction requirements during the construction design. And the
temporary occupied land area has to be also increased because of this.
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Table 2-8: Temporary land use of the project - comparison table of design and
construction area（C13）
C13(Pipeline engineering of Chendian town and simapu town）
Item

Unit

Subtotal

1.Temporary land use

Mu

371.26

(1) Cultivated land

Mu

0.00

①Paddy field

Mu

0.00

②Dry land

Mu

0.00

(2) Garden plot

Mu

0.00

①Orchard

Mu

0.00

(3) Forest land

Mu

0.00

①Woodland

Mu

0.00

(4) Industrial and mining
storage land

Mu

①Industrial land

Temporar
Each
Temporary Waste
y soil
constructio
constructio disposal
storage
n area
n road
area
yard

Water
transmission
and
distribution
pipeline

3.00

3.13

365.13

6.13

3.00

3.13

Mu

6.13

3.00

3.13

(5) Land for
transportation

Mu

365.13

365.13

①Road land

Mu

365.13

365.13

②Rural road land

Mu

0.00

2.Total floor area of
water transmission and
distribution pipeline of
contract pipeline (MU)

394.05

3.Completion proportion

0.94

4. Temporary land area
in development design

482.00

4.50

91.48

386.02

5.Temporary land area
in construction drawing

394.05

3.00

3.13

408.14
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Table 2-9: Temporary land use of the project - comparison table of design and
construction area（C14）
C14(Xia Xin Si Gao and he Yang pipeline project)
Item

Unit

Subtotal

Temporar
Each
Temporary Waste
y soil
constructio
constructio disposal
storage
n area
n road
area
yard
4.05

1.73

Water
transmissio
n and
distribution
pipeline

1.Temporary land use

Mu

119.38

113.60

(1) Cultivated land

Mu

1.63

1.63

①Paddy field

Mu

1.63

1.63

②Dry land

Mu

0.00

(2) Garden plot

Mu

0.00

①Orchard

Mu

0.00

(3) Forest land

Mu

0.00

①Woodland

Mu

0.00

(4) Industrial and mining
storage land

Mu

5.78

4.05

1.73

①Industrial land

Mu

5.78

4.05

1.73

(5) Land for
transportation

Mu

111.97

111.97

①Road land

Mu

111.97

111.97

②Rural road land

Mu

0.00

2.Total floor area of
water transmission and
distribution pipeline of
contract pipeline (MU)

127.50

3.Completion proportion

0.94

4. Temporary land area
in development design

342.50

4.05

50.69

287.76

5.Temporary land area
in construction drawing

127.50

4.05

1.73

127.05
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Compensation for Temporary Land Occupation. The construction of the pipeline will be
carried out section by section, and the timescale of occupation for each construction
section will be reduced to approximately 1.25 years from the previous 5.15 years in the
Resettlement Plan, and shall not exceed 1.5 years at most. The compensation standard
for temporary occupation of collective land is: Average Annual Output Value*
Occupation period+ Compensation for standing crops/trees. The table below is a
breakdown of compensation standards for temporary occupation of collective land.
Table 2-10: Compensation Standard for Temporary Occupation of Collective Land

Land
Type

Average
Plant
Annual
trees/compe
Output
nsation
Value
(yuan/mu)
(yuan/mu)

TTL
Actual
Compensation
Original
Original TTL Occupation
fee by actual
Occupation Compensatio
Time by
Construction
Time (Year) n (Yuan/Mu) Construction
Parts
Parts (Year)
(yuan/mu)

Paddy
field

2,925

1,500

5.15

16,564

1.25

5,156

Dry land

2,306

1,153

5.15

13,028

1.25

4,036

Orchard

2,306

6,000

5.15

17,875

1.25

8,883

415

4,089

5.15

6,225

1.25

4,608

Forest
land

According to the compensation standard in the resettlement plan, the compensation standard formula calculated according
to the occupation time is: compensation standard = average annual output value x occupation time + compensation for
seedlings / trees
Resource: Chaonan Water Supply Company and the RP

Construction of water supply and distribution pipelines also needs to temporarily occupy
certain state-owned land (green belts along the road). Compensation for temporary
occupation of state-owned land and the trees thereon is shown in the table below.
Table 2-11: Compensation Standard for Temporary Occupation of State-owned Land
Influence Category
Road/Highway (tax occupied)
Road/Highway
(green belt
occupied)
Eucalyptus

Unit

Compensation
Standard

yuan/m

30 (diameter ≤30cm)A

yuan/m2/da
y

3

yuan/a

100

A: As for the pipe diameter which is above 30 cm, with an additional increase of 10 cm in diameter,
compensation standard will be increased by 10%.
Resource: Chaonan Water Supply Company and CSADI.

For the collective land requisitioned for temporary land occupation, Shantou Chaonan
water supply Co., Ltd. has officially signed the compensation agreement for temporary land
occupation for pipeline construction with the village committees along the line at the end
of December 2018. The actual compensation standard is consistent with the compensation
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standard in the resettlement plan.
According to the compensation standard in the resettlement plan, the compensation
standard formula is: compensation standard = average annual output value x occupation
time + compensation for seedlings / trees. See the table below for the comparison between
the specific compensation standards and the standards actually implemented in the
resettlement plan.
Table 2-12: Summary of Compensation for Temporarily Occupied Collective Land

Compensation

Land
Category

Actual
compensation
Compensation standard of
standard for
resettlement
temporary
plan occupation of
converted
land for
according to
sectional
1.25-year
construction
occupation
time (yuan /
mu)

Compensation
for temporary
Compens
Average
land
ation for
output value
occupation in
seedlings
per mu
RP (Project
/ trees
Period of 5.15
Years)

Average
section
construction
time

（Yuan/mu （Yuan/m
（Yuan/mu）
）
u）

（Year）

（Yuan/mu）

（Yuan/mu）

paddy field

2,925

1,500

16,564

1.25

5,156

5,156

dry land

2,306

1,153

13,028

1.25

4,036

4,036

Orchard

2,306

6,000

17,875

1.25

8,883

8,883

Woodland

415

4,089

6,225

1.25

4,608

4,608

Data source: summary of Chaonan water supply company, RP and the IA
Figure 2-6: Compensation Agreement and Payment Voucher (part) for Temporary
Land Acquisition
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2.3 Conclusion
Permanent LAR. Through interviews and workshops with related agencies during site visits,
and literature reviews on the relative documents such as compensation policies and
agreements, financial records, social security records, etc., external M&E experts have drawn
the conclusion that: the permanent land acquisition and resettlement work in this project have
all been completed in compliance with the requirements of the RP; the land compensation is
implemented in accordance with the principles and standards in the RP, and the payment
procedures is open, transparent, and effective; all compensation payments including
endowment insurance have been paid to the affected villages and related individuals in full
amount and in time. There is no complaint and compensation claim about land acquisition
and resettlement; and the progress of land acquisition and resettlement can meet the
requirements of the construction.
The transfer application procedures and payment of various taxes and fees required for the
development and construction of the reserved land have also been handled by the Chaonan
project office. However, plan for reserved lands in the affected three villages will be subject
to schedule of the reserved areas acquisitioned from other projects.
Temporary Land Occupation. All temporary land has been fully compensated in line with
the compensation standard set out in RP, with public consultations with the local communities
and village alongside the pipeline before and during the construction. As the project is still
ongoing, details for actual temporary land area occupied in the whole project implementation
will be finalized in the next report upon the project completion on Mar. 31 2021.
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III.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND GENDER ACTION PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION

As of the second half of 2020, with the project proceeding, PMO has gradually initiated
Social Development Action Plan (SDAP) and Gender Action Plan (GAP) to ensure social
safeguards during project implementation. The subprojects related to land acquisition
include: (1) The temporary occupation of 802.83 mu of state-owned land (i.e. 112932m
roadside green belt) is used for the installation of all main water transmission and
distribution pipelines or waste disposal sites along the existing roads; (2) the temporary
occupation of 1468.33 mu of collective land is used for temporary stacking of earthwork
and other water distribution pipeline construction projects in three water plants. In addition,
483400 square meters of waste disposal site has been temporarily requisitioned, which is
located in the textile industry circular economy industrial park of Longtian town (the open
and low-lying land between the mine field highway and the Shenzhen Shantou
Expressway).
Social Impact. This project has brought positive social effect and impact to the local
society, especially to direct beneficiaries, including local workers, public consultation
participators (mainly students and women), low-income groups, project management
personnel etc..
3.1 Project Social Impacts
3.1.1 Summary of Project Social Impacts
The project will protect water resources and improve water security in Chaonan District by
improved water resource protection and water supply infrastructure and service. The project
will ensure new or more reliable water supply for urban and rural inhabitants of Chaonan
District by integrating urban–rural water supply systems. In 2019， the total population of
Chaonan District is about 1.49 million (292,166 families in 2019) 4 , among which 41.3%
(615,106 persons) are rural residence and 48.9% (727,016 persons) are women.5 The project
will not only have a favorable impact on the better health and life quality of urban and rural
residents in Chaonan District Chaonan District; but also greatly promote the public awareness
of water conservation and protection, and contribute a lot to poverty alleviation as well.
Poverty Alleviation. It is noticed from field observation and FGDs that poorer villages always
have poorer drinking water supply. Before the project started, most of the poor villages In
Longtian have no piped water service. Villagers have to carry drinking water from neighbor
villages, from faraway resource, or have to use well water for drinking and cooking, which
become the critical reason that severe fluorosis cases have been found in Longtian. Lack of
water resource greatly limited economic development of Chaonan district, especially in rural
areas, which could lessen the job opportunities for the poor people; and the disease of
fluorosis makes the poor’s lives even more difficult. Therefore, the water supply improvement
4
5

Sourcing from Shantou’s Year Book of 2020.
Sourcing from “Bulletin on National Economic and Social Development of Chaonan District, 2019”
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and water environment protection has great contribution to poverty alleviation as it improved
health condition by secured the water safety, and improved water supply system with more
water pipelines connected to HHs and remote villages. The poverty rate o Chaonan District
has been declined from 5.65% in 2011 into 2.05% in 2019, as the status of the baseline year
of 2011 and 2019 presented as the table below.
Table 3-1: Poverty Status of Chaonan District (2011 and 2019)
Poverty / Year
Urban Poor (person)
Urban Poor in Urban Population (%)
Rural Poor (person)
Rural Poor in Rural Population (%)
Poverty rate of Chaonan District (%)

2011
446
0.60%
75,632
12.30%
5.65%

2019
179
0.02%
30,276
4.92%
2.05%

Total Poor Population (persons)

76,078

30,455

Source: “Main Information of Statistics Bureau, 2019"

What’s more, as of the report phase, the project has created 973 jobs for the local poor
people during the project construction, out of which 48 poor labors are employed in this report
phase. Calculated by the average salary of CNY 3957/month (up to 2020), these jobs
provided to the poor have created a total income of CNY 1,899,3606 in one years.
Reduction of women’s time poverty. Results of the social survey conducted in 2019 for
the contract package of “T3 - Study on Water Resources Protection and Control Measures
around Reservoir Area” showed that 5% of the surveyed households claimed that they
need spend 28 mins averagely to collect drinking water from neighbor villages or nearby
reservoirs/water tanks at 3-4 times each week. And women take more responsibilities for
agricultural production and housework compared to the men since many male laborers
mostly work far from home as migrants. The new water supply services provided by the
project can reduce their housework burden, as It is identified during PPTA phase that
around 4,000 women7 have been relieved by housework of water fetching in remote rural
areas, especially in dry season from May to Oct. Calculating by the minimal salary
standards of Chaonan in 2020, which is CNY 1,550/month8, this can bring women the
potential income of CNY 47.56/month9, which can be added up to CNY190,228/month for
4000 women.
Health Improvement. Health improvement is one of the major impact brought by the
project as the water quality will be greatly improved to avoid the fluorosis disease. In the
project area, the original dental fluorosis morbidity has been declined from 11.1% (2009)
into 2.24% (2016). According to the survey results of 8-12-year-old pupils in Yiying village,
6

Total Income=no. of poor labor*average monthly salary*10 month/year*5
Upon completion of the project construction, this no. of women will be verified with updates.
8 Source from Shantou Municipal Human Resource and Social Security bureau,
https://www.shantou.gov.cn/stsrlsbj/gkmlpt/content/1/1785/post_1785167.html?jump=false#3266
7

9

Potential income=minimum hour rate (CNY1550/22working days/8hours)*0.45 hour (=27 mins)*3times/week*4
weeks
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Xiashan street, Zhilan village, Longtian town and Xinqing village, Lugang town, where there
used to be serious dental fluorosis disease:
1) Yi Ying Village: in 2015, 355 male students and 330 female students were investigated,
the incidence rate of dental fluorosis was 5.25%, and 477 male students and 460 female
students were investigated in 2016, the incidence rate of dental fluorosis was 2.24%.
2) Chi Lan village: in 2015, 145 male students and 161 female students were investigated,
the incidence rate of dental fluorosis was 0, and 125 male students and 143 female
students were investigated in 2016, the incidence rate of dental fluorosis was 0.
3) Xin Qing village: in 2015, 82 male students and 91 female students were investigated,
the incidence rate of dental fluorosis was 7.5%, and 69 male students and 94 female
students were investigated in 2016, the incidence rate of dental fluorosis was 2.25%.
During the 2nd half of 2020, all construction sites have taken necessary measures to
prevent COVID-19 infections, and no cases occurred among all the ongoing construction
projects. Besides, the contractors have distributed flyers and publicity material to the
neighborhood communities to enhance the COVID-19 prevention and protection.
Economic stimulation by utility of local materials. Local materials are widely used in
the construction, including the cement, earth, gravels, clay, steel bars, etc., which have
brought good economic benefits to Chaonan District. In this report phase, local
construction materials have been used at the cost of around CNY 12.60 million. By the end
of Dec 2020, the value of local construction materials used for the project has added up to
about CNY 181 million.
3.1.2 Main Social Achievements in DMF
1) Project Impact. As per DMF, the project impact will be the better health status and
quality of life in Chaonan District, including:
i. Annual disposable income per capita by 2025:
 For urban HHs: This indicator requires the annual per capita disposal income of urban
HHs to be increase from CNY20,761(2012) to CNY58,393 by 2025. As a matter of fact,
annual per capita disposal income in 2019 was CNY 24,713.50 for urban residents,
increased by 23% if comparing with the year of 2012.
 For rural HHs： It is required that annual net income per capita of rural residents to be
increased from CNY5,739 (2012) to CNY10,822 (2015). Rural income in 2019 was
16,900.5, increased by 108% in comparison with the net income of rural residents at
CNY 5,739/year/person.
ii. Dental fluorosis morbidity: The baseline rate in 2009 is 11.1%, which is required to
decrease this indicator by 30%. Government has taken measures to mitigate dental
fluorosis, and water quality improved by the project also greatly contributed to avoid
this. Since 2016, dental fluorosis morbidity have already been declined to about 3%,
73% lower than the baseline rate in 2009.
2) Project Outcome. Social indicators in project outcome of DMF includes:
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Direct Beneficiaries. Covering 9 out of 11 town/sub-districts，the Improved and equitable
water supply services in this project will directly benefit 292,166 HHs of urban and rural
residents, in the total population of 1,400,946 persons, 94% of the total population of
Chaonan District. Upon project completion, there will be totally 1.4million beneficiaries as
listed below who are supposed to benefit from the project.
Table 3-2: Population of Direct Beneficiaries (2019)
Town/ Sub-district

HHs in 2019

Population in 2019

Xiashan
Liangying
Lugang

50,786
41,696
32,359

245,237
220,893
171,384

Xiancheng

26,462

127,487

Simapu
Chendian
Longtian
Jingdu

27,426
25,991
30,607
20,024

143,157
133,291
153,179
103,689

Chengtian

18,821

102,629

Sub-Total：

274,172

1,400,946

Total In Chaonan District:

292,166

1,486,891

By end of 2020, construction has been completed in Xiashan, Lugang, Longtian and
Chengtian with the direct beneficiary of about 0.67 million persons. The project
construction, especially the pipelines are still under construction, and is estimated to
complete by Mar. 31, 2021.
Water Supply Satisfaction: It is required to increase the satisfaction with water supply
services from 50% to 80%。As tap water connection to rural households is still ongoing,
the survey will be conducted in the 1st half of 2021. PMO will present the survey result in
the next progress and monitoring report.
3) Target and Indicator for Outputs：
(1) Indicator of Outputs . Improved water resources protection: Females visiting the
exhibition hall on water resource and environmental awareness will account for at least
40% of the total.
Exhibition hall constructed by Chaonan Education Bureau has completed the
construction in this report phase, but not been finish the final completion acceptance
yet. This indicator will be monitored after the exhibition hall open to the public in 2021.
(2) Indicator of Output 2. Improved water supply infrastructure: No indicators to monitored
on social respect in DMF here.
(3) Indicator of Output 3. Strengthened institutional and staff capacity: About 100 project
staff trained, of which 40% are women.
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Trainings regarding the management of project construction have been conducted,
including ADB social and gender policies, and implementation on SDAP and GAP. Up
to this report period, approximately 285 persons involved in the project
implementation from PMO, subproject PIUs, and some associated agencies such as
contractors, social and human resource security bureau, township and village
governments, have been trained, of whom 87 females accounting for approximately
31%. Trainings provided in the 2nd half of 2020 are listed as Table 3-16.
3.1.3 Socio-economic status of project area
Water deficiency has limited the economic development in Chaonan, which have been well
mitigated in the project by the improved water resource allocation capacity, promoted water
resource protection through water supply plant’s newly construction and renovation,
reforestation in reservoir areas, and strengthened water supply network operation capacity.
Economic status has been continuously developed throughout the years of project
implementation, and the per capital annual GDP has reached CNY 33,468 in 2019,
increased by 95% comparing with that in 2011. Besides, people in Chaonan are getting
richer with the per capita disposal income increased by 23% and 108% for urban and rural
residents respectively.
Table 3-3: Per Capita GDP and Disposal Income (2011 and 2019)
Per Capita
GDP

Population
Year

Per Capital Disposal
Income
Urban
Rural
Residents
Residents
(Yuan)
(Yuan)

Total

Urban

Rural

Female

(Yuan)

2011

1,346,480

201,972

1,144,508

668,662

16,379.00

17,473.89

5,076.00

2019

1,486,891

871,785

615,106

727,016

33,468.00

24,713.50

16,900.50

3.2

Job Opportunity

3.2.1

Project Construction Contractors

In the 2nd half of 2020, new jobs created by construction are those jobs in the 7 ongoing
construction projects undertaking by 5 contractors as follows:
1) The contractor of the construction project of Exhibition hall for water resource protection
and bulletin boards (C1) is Gansu Yian Construction Technology Group Co., Ltd. (hereinafter
referred to as Gansu Yian). The construction has basically completed during this report phase
and will be fully completed with completion acceptance in 2021 ;
2) The contractor of Water distribution pipelines in townships of Liangying and Xiancheng (C7)
is Taitong Construction Group Co., Ltd;
3) The contractor of expansion of Qiufeng water plant and reconstruction of Jinxi water plant
(C8) is the joint venture of Guangdong No.2 Construction Engineering Co., Ltd. and Huizhou
Hydropower Construction Engineering Co., Ltd., but Guangdong No.2 construction is the
main contractor (hereinafter referred to as Guangdong No.2 construction);
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4) The contractor of Distribution pipelines in Lugang township (C11) is Guangdong Dayu
Water Conservancy Construction Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Guangdong Dayu);
5) The contractor of Distribution pipelines in Xiashan (C12) is Shantou Sanling Municipal
Construction Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Sanling);
6) The contractor of Distribution pipelines in Chendian township and Si Mapu township (C13)
is Shantou Sanling Municipal Construction Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Sanling);
7) Guangdong Dayu Water Conservancy Construction Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as
Guangdong Dayu) is the contractor of Civil works, installation, and commissioning of water
transmission pipeline for He-Yang, Si-gao, and Xia-Xin sections（C14）;
According to the requirements proposed in gender and social sections and action plans in the
project management manual, all construction contractors have implemented relevant actions
in accordance with the social development action plan and gender action plan, which have
been included as part of their construction contracts.
3.2.2

Job Opportunity in Project Construction Phase

The project has created 408 direct job opportunities in the second half of 2020, including 93
(23%) women, 50 (12%) from labors from low-income families and 265 (65%) from local
people. The details are as follows:
1) Employment of contractors
According to the statistical data regularly collected by the contractors in the 2nd half of 2020,
the employment of each contractors in this period is as follows:
Table 3-4: Employment of Exhibition Hall for Water Resource Protection and Bulletin
Boards Construction- The 2nd Half of 2020
Contractor:
Contract Code:
Category
Employment

Gender
Nationality
Poor
Citizen

Gansu Yian Construction Technology Group Co., Ltd
C1
Item
Unit
QTY
2
Male
(person)
0
Female
(person)
0
(person)
Minority
2
Han Majority
(person)
0
Low income labor
(person)
2
Local labor
(person)

%
100.00%
0.00%
/
100.00%
0%
100.00%
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Table 3-5: Employment of Pipeline construction in Liangying and Xiancheng Town The 2nd Half of 2020

Non-technical Labor

Contractor：
Contract Code：
Category
Gender
Nationality
Poor
Citizen

Taitong Construction Group Co., Ltd
C7
Item
Unit
Male
（person）
Female
（person）
（person）
Minority
（person）
Han Majority
Low income labor （person）
Local labor
（person）
Non-local labor
（person）

QTY
84
40
14
110
19
85
39

%
67.74%
32.26%
11.29%
88.71%
15.32%
68.55%
31.45%

Table 3-6: Employment of Qiufeng water plant and renovation of Jinxi water plant The 2nd Half of 2020
Contractor：
Contract Code：
Category
Employment

Gender
Nationality
Poor
Citizen

Guangdong No.2 Construction Engineering Co., Ltd. and Huizhou
Hydropower Construction Engineering Co., Ltd
C8
Item
Unit
QTY
%
（person）
Male
24
68.57%
（person）
Female
11
31.43%
（person）
Minority
0
0.00%
（person）
Han Majority
35
100.00%
Low income
（person）
3
8.57%
labor
（person）
Local labor
20
57.14%
（person）
Non-local labor
15
42.86%

Table 3-7: Employment of Distribution Pipelines in Lugang Township & Civil Works,
Installation, and Commissioning of Water Transmission Pipeline for He-Yang, Si-gao, and
Xia-Xin Sections
- The 2nd Half of 2020
Contractor：
Contract Code：
Category
Employment

Gender
Nationality
Poor
Citizen

Guangdong Dayu Water Conservancy Construction Co., Ltd
C11 & C14
Item
Unit
QTY
%
（person）
66
Male
86.84%
10
Female
（person）
13.16%
（person）
Minority
0
0.00%
（person）
Han Majority
76
100.00%
0
Low income labor （person）
0.00%
（person）
52
Local labor
68.42%
（person）
24
Non-local labor
31.58%
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Table 3-8: Employment of Distribution Pipelines in Xiashan Sub-district

- The 2nd Half of 2020
Contractor：

Shantou Sanling Municipal Construction Co., Ltd

Contract Code：
Category
Employment

Gender
Nationality
Poor
Citizen

C12
Item
Male
Female
Minority
Han Majority
Low income labor
Local labor
Non-local labor

Unit
（person）
（person）
（person）
（person）
（person）
（person）
（person）

QTY
87
19
0
106
16
63
43

%
82.08%
17.92%
0.00%
100.00%
15.09%
59.43%
40.57%

Table 3-9: Employment of Distribution Pipelines in Chendian Township and Si Mapu
Township -The 2nd Half of 2020
Contractor：
Contract Code：
Category
Employment

Gender
Nationality
Poor
Citizen

Shantou Sanling Municipal Construction Co., Ltd
C13
Item
Unit
QTY
（person）
52
Male
（person）
13
Female
（person）
0
Minority
（person）
65
Han Majority
12
Low income labor （person）
（person）
43
Local labor
22
Non-local labor
（person）

%
80.00%
20.00%
0.00%
100.00%
18.46%
66.15%
33.85%

2) Summary and analysis on employment
The project created 408 new jobs in the 2nd half of 2021. Compared with the previous
period, the employment status has basically been improved on gender and localization
aspect, as the proportion of female employment has increased from 18.32% to 22.79%,
the proportion of local employment increased from 62.57% to 64.95%, but the proportion
of poor employment has decreased from 12.57% to 12.25%. According to the requirements
of the social and gender action plan, the corresponding targets of local labor (65%) has
been achieved, while that in gender and poverty were not met in the current period. The
labor situation of each project in this period is summarized as follows:
Table 3-10: Employment Summary – 1st and 2nd Half of 2020
Contract
Code：
Category

C1, C7, C8, C11, C12，C13，C14
Period
Item

Unit

1st Half of 2020
QTY
%

2nd Half of 2020
QTY
%
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Contract
Code：

C1, C7, C8, C11, C12，C13，C14
Period

Total
Male
Gender
Female
Ethnic
Minority
Nationality
Han Majority
Low income
Poor
labor
Local labor
Citizen
Non-local
labor

（person）
（person）
（person）

1st Half of 2020
382
100%
312
81.68%
70
18.32%

2nd Half of 2020
315
77.21%
93
22.79%
14
3.43%

（person）

17

4.45%

394

96.57%

（person）

365

95.55%

50

12.25%

（person）

48

12.57%

358

87.75%

（person）

239

62.57%

265

64.95%

（person）

143

37.43%

143

35.05%

In summary, In the 2nd half of 2020, the performance of employment indicators of social
and gender action is as follows：
Female employment: a total of 93 female employees were recruited, accounting for
22.79% of the current employment, 4.47% higher if compared with 18.32% of the previous
period, but did not reach the target value of 30% in the gender action plan. Among all the
contractors, the contractor of C1 package (Exhibition Hall for Water Resource Protection and
Bulletin Boards Construction), Gansu Yian Construction Technology Group Co., Ltd, has no
females in their construction in this report phase even as there were only 2 employees
working to finalize the interior decoration and installation;

(1)

Local employees: there are 265 local workers in this report phase, accounting for
64.95% of the current employment, with 2.38% higher than that of the 1st half of 2020, almost
reaching the target of 65% as required in SDAP;

(2)

Employment of low-income families: there are 50 people from low-income families in
this period,10accounting for 12.25% of the total employees, a little bit decease compared with
the previous period of 12.57%. The main reason for the low completion rate of this indicator
in this period is that no labors working in Gansu Yian and Guangdong Dayu were from lowincome families;

(3)

Equal pay for equal work: Both male and females are working for managerial and
technical positions, and labor position. All contractors achieved equal pay for equal work in
this period. The same job will be paid equally no matter it is taken by male or female, but the
difference in the nature of work results in different salary levels.

(4)

Generally speaking, the average salary of female employees is averagely 371 yuan / month
less than that of men, with the salary gap lessened than last report phase. In this report phase,
women are taking lighter labor work which is paid at averagely CNY 3867/month, CNY
216/month less than the heavy-labored work. According to the results of the field survey,
women employees are mainly engaged in such as bricklayers, cleaning, cooking, and other
10 Because the Chinese government is committed to relieve poverty by 2020, and has taken a series of effective
measures and actions, the number of low-income families and poverty-stricken familieshina has decreased
dramatically, most of whom are those who have lost their ability to work. In view of this, the project will include
labors from families with the lowest 20% income level into the low-income families.
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auxiliary workers. These are light-labored jobs with less payment. The heavy-labored work
such as concreter, earthmoving workers, steel reinforcement binders, etc., are mostly taking
by males since they are not suitable for females. Besides, As for the technical positions, some
higher-paid positions are mostly taken by males, such as truck driver, machinery operator,
electric welder, fork-lift driver, plumber, etc. These jobs are paid averagely at CNY
4,867/month in this report phase, CNY 200/month higher than the positions females usually
take, such as inspector, documenter, inventory keeper, etc.
3) Conclusion
It is required in SDAP and GAP that employment priority shall be given to local people during
project implementation for the target of : i) 65% local labor in civil work; ii) 30% women for
labor in landscaping and civil work; iii) 15% poor/low-income for unskilled labor in landscaping
and civil work; iv) 100% workers get training. Performance of the key employment indicators
are presented in the table below.
In all, the results of this report phase are not good in the employment of females and lowincome labors, but up to this report phase, indicators of local labors has reached 68.06%,
reaching the target of 65%; women local labor accounts for 30.91%, having reached the target
of 30%; low-income labors has reached 17.21% (966 persons), 2.21% more than the target
of 15%; and 99.61% local labors has been trained, a bit lower than the target of 100%, while
proportion of female labor trainees is also 1.27% less than the total local female labors;
among all the positions provided to females, only 11% are managerial and skilled positions
in construction, much less than the target of 50%.
Table 3-11: Key Indicators of Employment

Time

Up to last
report
phase

2nd half of
2020
Accumulati
ve till end
2020
Remarks

Total Employees
(Persons)

Local Labors
(Persons)

Local Skilled
(Persons)

Lowinco
me
(Pers
ons)

Trainees (Persons)

All

Female

Total

Female

Total

Female

Total

Total

Local
Labor

Local
Female

5206

1501

3291

1021

1042

152

925

3951

3291

1021

%

28.83%

63.22
%

31.02%

31.67
%

14.89%

17.77
%

75.89
%

100.0
0%

100.00
%

408

93

265

78

26

0

50

372

251

64

%

22.79%

5614

1594

%

28.39%

12.25
%
966
17.21
%

91.18
%
4323
77.00
%

% of
all

% of
all

94.72
%
3542
99.61
%
% of
all
local
labors

% of all

64.95
%
3556
63.34
%
% of
all

29.43%
1099
30.91%
% of all
local
labors

9.66
%
1068
30.03
%
% of
all
local
labors

0.00%
152
13.83%
% of all
female
local
labors

82.05%
1085
98.73%
% of all
female
local
labors
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3.2.3 Job Opportunities in the Operation Stage:
1) Employment in Operation Stage
Up to end of 2020, three PIUs have started the operation: 1) Chaonan Natural Resource
Bureau for forestation and nursery in Qiufeng Reservior area; 2) Chaonan-Urban
Management Bureau for solid waste treatment in Chengpo and Qiufeng Village (Qiufeng
Reservior drinking water protection areas); 3) Longxi Water Supply Plant. There are totally
124 jobs provided in the project operation phase, including 90 long-term positions and 34
contractual-based positions. Among all the employees of operation phase, 36% are women,
and 16% are from low-income families working for forestation and nursery of water
conservation forest. The targets of 30% women and 15% low-income in SDAP and GAP have
been achieved in the operation phase . Besides, the target in GAP that 50% of the women
employees should take managerial and skilled positions also have been achieved, since
women working for such positions have added up to 28 persons, of which 6 are working for
forestation and nursery and 22 are working for Longxi WSP, accounting for 64% of the total
women employees. Details are as follows:
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Table 3-12: Employment in Operation Stage- 2nd Half of 2020
Job Created
Outpu
t

Output
1

Output
1

Output
2

Total:

PIU

Chaonan
Natural
Resource
Bureau
(Forestry)

Chaonan
Urban
Management
Bureau
(Solid
Waste)

Longxi
Water
Supply
Plant

Total
(Persons)

34

25

65

124

Female
(Persons)

12

10

22

44 (35%)

Long-term Positions
Lowincome
(Persons)

Job
/position

Male
(Pers
ons)

Female
(Persons)

0

0

Contract Workers
Average Salary
(CNY/Month)

0

20 (16%)

Male
(Persons)

Female
(Persons)

Average Salary
(CNY/Month)

Male

Femal
e

6

1500

1500

2

6

3500

3500

Male

Female

0

0

Forestry
Nursery

20

Managerial
Positions
(office
administrative
personnel,
finance
management)

20

0

Job
/position

0

0

0

0

Truck Driver

3

0

4000

0

0

0

0

0

Waste
collector

12

10

2500

2500

0

0

0

0

Management
Position

4

0

0

0

0

Administrativ
e Personnel
skilled
workers
(water pump
worker,
water
producing
worker)

3200

3

4

3000

3000

0

0

0

0

30

18

3000

3000

0

0

0

0

58

32

22
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2) Labor Retrenchment and Re-employment
The project has greatly improved the water supply capacity by the newly constructed Longxi
WSP, the expanded and renovated the WSP of Jinxi and Qiufeng. The small WSP of
Chengtian, Jingdu and Tianxin have been closed as designed in the project. Moreover,
another small WSP, Shalong WSP, which locates in Longtian Town as Tianxin WSP, also
closed for the same reason. As the Longxi WSP has been put into use, these WSPs have
been shut down in 2020 with all the 65 employees re-employed as long-term employees in
Longxi WSP and Qiufeng WSP, as schedules showing below:
Table 3-13：Retrenchment and Re-employment Schedule

WSP
Closed
Chengtian
WSP
Jingdu
WSP
Tianxin
WSP
Shalong
WSP

Termination of
Original
Employment
Contract
Time
Persons

New Employment Contract
Signing

Resettled New Position

Time

Persons

WSP

Time

Persons

WSP

2020.04

4

2020.05

4

Longxi

2020.05

4

Longxi

2020.12
2020.12

36
8

2020.12
2020.12

36
36

Longxi
Qiufeng

2020.12
2020.12

36
36

Longxi
Qiufeng

2020.04

8

2020.05

8

Longxi

2020.05

8

Longxi

2020.04

9

2020.05

9

Longxi

2020.05

9

Longxi

Before the original contract terminated by the closed WSPs, retrenchment and reemployment information has been exposed with fully consultations with all the affected
employees, as details showing below:
Table 3-14：Public Consultation for Retrenchment and Re-employment
Topic

Activiti
es

Re-employment
plan exposure
and discussion in
Jingdu WSP

ALLStaff
Meeting

Opinion
consultation on
re-employment
plan of Chengtian
WSP

Public
Notice
to all
staffs

Opinion soliciting
on re-employment
plan of Tianxin
WSP

Public
Notice
to all
staffs

Opinion soliciting
on re-employment
plan of Shalong
WSP

Public
Notice
to all
staffs

Time

2020
.04

2020
.03

2020
.03

2020
.03

Opinions of
Employees
1) Plan has been
generally supported by
all; 2) Wish to work in
the same or similar
positions

Responsive Actions
1) 36 staffs have been accepted
by Longxi WSP with the same
positions; 2) 8 staffs have been
accepted by Qiufeng with the
same positions

All staff supported the
resettlement but
wished to have a
higher salary

Salary provided in Longxi WSP
is 17% higher than Chentian
WSP

Plan has been
supported by all, with
the request to have
higher salary with
social benefits
Plan has been
supported by all, with
the wish to be paid at
higher salary with
social security
insurance

1) Salary provided in Longxi
WSP is 25% higher than Tianxin
WSP; 2) Longxi WSP will pay all
social benefits as required by
government policy
1) Salary provided in Longxi
WSP is 25% higher than
Shalong WSP; 2) Longxi WSP
will pay all social benefits
including five social insurance
and one housing fund
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Re-employment. After the WSP of Jingdu, Chengtian, Tianxin and Shalong have been shut
down, there are totally 65 retrenched employees to be re-employed. As of end 2020, 57
retrenched employees have been employed by newly-constructed Longxi WSP, and the rest
8 have been employed by Qiufeng WSP. Qiufeng WSP will be expanded in its capacity upon
the construction completion in 2021, for which more workers are required. Now the reemployed employees have started their work in the original plant from Dec. 2020.
All the re-employed employees have signed the long-term contracts, and the positions they
are taking are the same as their previous jobs with a higher salary and regulated social
benefits including social security and medical insurance.
3) Conclusion
In this report phase, all the required targets of operation phase in SDAP and GAP related
employment of targeted groups, women and low-income labors, have been both achieved.
65 employees retrenched from the closed WSPs have been well re-employed in Longxi and
Qiufeng WSP with better condition in terms of salary and social benefits.
Figure 3.1 Name List of Re-employed Employees (Partial)

Chengtian WSP

WSP of Long Tian Town (Tianxi and Sha
Long WSP)

WSP of Long Tian Town (Tianxi and Sha
Long WSP)

Jingdu WSP
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Table 3-15：Positions and Salary for Retrenchment and Re-employment
Position taken before retrenchment
WSP
Close
d

Male
(Person
s)

3

Female
(Person
s)

0

成田水
厂
0

1

Position

Contract
term

Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker, water
pump worker
etc.)

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

Administrativ
e personnel

15

Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)

1

0

Managerlevel staff

0

3

17

井都水
厂

田心水
厂

6

2

6

0

Administrativ
e personnel
Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)
Skilled
worker
(water

No. of
Persons
Mal
Femal
e
e

3

Longterm☑
Contractual
□
Longterm☑
Contractual
□
Longterm☑
Contractual
□
Longterm☑
Contractual
□

/

/

17

Average
Salary (￥/m)
Mal
Femal
e
e

3000

1

15

Position taken after re-employment

/

3050

1

/

3050

/

3

/

Position

/

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

3000

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

3050

/

3050

Longterm☑
Contractual
□
Longterm☑
Contractual
□
Longterm☑
Contractual
□

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

6

2

3050

3050

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

Longterm☑

6

/

2800

/

Longterm☑

Contract
term
Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)

No. of
Persons
Mal
Femal
e
e

3

/

Average
Salary (￥/m)
Mal
Femal
e
e

WSP of Reemployme
nt

3500

/

Longxi WSP

/

1

/

3500

Longxi WSP

Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)

17

15

3500

3500

Longxi WSP

Managerlevel staff

1

/

3750

3

/

3500

Longxi WSP

6

2

3500

3500

Qiufeng WSP

6

/

3500

/

Administrativ
e personnel

Administrativ
e personnel
Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)
Skilled
worker
(water

/

Longxi WSP

Longxi WSP
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Position taken before retrenchment
WSP
Close
d

Male
(Person
s)

Female
(Person
s)

Position

Average
Salary (￥/m)
Mal
Femal
e
e

Position

Contract
term

No. of
Persons
Mal
Femal
e
e

Contractual
□

Contractual
□

0

Managerlevel staff

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

/

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

Managerlevel staff

2

Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

2800

Longterm☑
Contractual
□

Skilled
worker
(water
producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)

8

1
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producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)

2

Contract
term

No. of
Persons
Mal
Femal
e
e

Position taken after re-employment

沙陇水
厂

8

1

总计：

43

22

2

/

8

1

43

22

3000

2800

Average
Salary (￥/m)
Mal
Femal
e
e

WSP of Reemployme
nt

producing
worker,
water pump
worker etc.)

/

3750

/

Longxi WSP

3500

3500

Longxi WSP
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3.3

Trainings

3.3.1 Training conducted for PMO and PIU
Since the project management consulting firm (HJI) was mobilized into the construction
site in July 2016, the social and gender development specialists have provided trainings
on social safeguard, social and gender actions for contractors, IAs and relevant agencies
and stakeholders to enhance awareness of social and gender development and concern
for vulnerable groups, and better protect the interests of women, local residents and
vulnerable groups. In this report period, 3 trainings have been held to PMO,PIU and
contractors as details as below:
Table 3-16：Trainings Held for PMO/PIUs in the 2nd Half of 2020
Participants
Organizer

Trainer

Training Theme

Time

PMO

Consultants
from HJI

Project
management,
social
Environment

July
7
2020

ADB

ADB
Consultants

SDAP and GAP
implementation

ADB

ADB
Consultants

Financial
Management

Total:

30Jun20
Dec.
1-4
2020

Trainees
(persons)

Female
Trainees
(persons)

% of
Females

28

6

21%

3

1

30%

8

2

25%

39

9

23%

As of end 2020, totally 285 personnel from relevant agencies have participated in the
capacity building trainings and workshops, with 87 women, accounting for 30.53%, having
not achieved the target of 40%.
3.3.2 Training conducted for construction employees:
As required in SDAP and GAP, trainings have been carried out by the contractors for public
health, labor contract and rights, safety, and technical skills. In the 2nd half of 2020,
contractors conducted 12 on-the-job trainings for 372 employees (91.18%) on labor law,
construction safety, and construction skills, with 17.20% women participants, and 7
trainings for 383 employees (94% of all employees) with 24.28% women participants on
health and disease prevention and control. Among all the trainees of contractors, 251 local
labors of 265 person, of which 93 women local labors, have all been trained. Details are
presented as follows:
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Table 3-17：Trainings Held by Contractors in the 2nd Half of 2020

Contrac
tor
C1GYYA
C7-TTJT
C8GDEJ
C11&C1
4-GDDY
C12STSL
C13STSL
Total：

Times

On-the-job Trainings
Female
% of
Trainee Trainee
Female
s
s
s
(person (person
s)
s)

Times

Health trainings
Female
Trainee Trainee
s
s
(person (person
s)
s)

% of
Female
s

1

2

0

0.00%

1

2

0

0.00%

2

99

15

13.64%

2

124

40

32.26%

2

35

11

31.43%

1

35

11

31.43%

2

72

6

8.33%

1

51

10

19.61%

3

106

19

17.92%

1

106

19

17.92%

2

58

13

20.00%

1

65

13

20.00%

12

372

64

17.20%

7

383

93

24.28%

Among local labors, as listed in Table 3-11, 251 local labors have been trained in this report
phase, accounting for 94.72% of all local labors, among which 64 are female, accounting for
82.05% of all female local labors. Thus, up to this report phase, the proportion of total and
female local labor trainees have reached 99.61% and 98.73% respectively, not reaching 100%
as required in SDAP.
Besides, contractors have all distributed materials on the knowledge of COVID-19 prevention,
communicable diseases such as sexual transmitted diseases, and HIVs, etc. In this report
phase, all the 408 employees have been well acknowledged by that information by publicity
materials, such as booklets, flyers, or posters.
Figure 3-2: COVID-19 prevention training - second half year of 2020

C13

C13
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C12

C7

3.3.3 Trainings in Operation Phase:
Two out of three PIUs, Chaonan Natural Resource Bureau and Longxi WSP, have held
trainings for their employees in the total of 6 times. 99 employees have accepted the trainings
in 237 person-times, accounting for all related employees in this two PIUs, but 79.8% of all
the employees in operation phase, not reaching the target of 100% in SDAP. Trainings
conducted by PIUs includes the skill trainings such as pre-job trainings, on-the-job technical
training, fire prevention and fighting, and knowledge sharing for labor law, civil law, and safety
etc.. Training details are set out as below:
Table 3-18: Training in Operation Phase in the 2nd Half of 2020
PIU

Chaonan
Natural
Resource
Bureau
(Forestry)

Longxi WSP

Total：

Training
Theme
Pre-job
training
Labor law
Fire
prevention
and
fighting
Civil law
on-the-job
technical
training
Safety

Participants (person-times)
Time

Training
Satisfaction %

Trainees

Female
Trainees

% of
Females

2020.1

34

12

35.29%

100%

2020.2

34

12

35.29%

100%

2020.3

34

12

35.29%

100%

2020.11

34

12

35.29%

100%

2020.12

36

18

50.00%

100%

2020.12

65
237 PT
/99
persons

22

33.85%

98%

88

37.13%

99.5%

6 times

3.3.4 Conclusion
In this report phase, trainings have been provided to PMO and PIUs, construction workers,
and employees of PIU in operation. The achievements and issues of required training
indicators in SDAP and GAP includes:
1) Capacity building to PMO/PIUs: The women’s participation in this report has just reached
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23%, and the accumulative proportion of women’s participation in the capacity trainings
has just reached 31%, lower than the GAP target of 40%;
2) Trainings among construction workers: 91% of construction employees have accepted
the trainings, lower than the target of 100%;
3) Trainings in operation phase have been provided to 80% the related-employees, having
not achieved the target, since the employees for solid waste treatment have not received
any trainings.
3.4

Public Consultation

3.4.1 Public awareness activities:
Public awareness strengthening activities are required in SDAP and GAP on health,
especially the drinking water safety, water conservation, environment protection, and
sanitation in solid waste sorting and management.
1) Public consultation summary:
In the 2nd half of 2020, 12 times public consultation activities are conducted by different PIUs
as required in SDAP and GAP in Chaonan District, with 3.43 million person-times of
participants, of which 49.3% are women. Detailed activities are as below:
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Table 3-19: Public Consultation Held in the 2nd Half of 2020
Participants（person times）
Main theme

Content

Times

Date

Location

Activity

Organizer
Total

Public health and
drinking water safety

Public health
awareness
promoting activities
(eg. Knowledge and
promotion of solid
waste classification
and treatment)

Environment
protection
awareness
promotion

Fe-male

Female %

On campus theme
education on covid-19 and
drinking water safety

1

Sep.1-30

Primary and
middle schools

Lecture

Bureau of education,
primary and middle
schools, nearby
communities

264,015

128,305

48.60%

Promotion with the theme
“protect lianjiang river,
hunan people are acting”

1

2020.Jul

11 towns

13 groups of promoting
teams (55 people)

Publicity department
of chaonan district
party committee

500,000

245,900

49.18%

Publicity materials,
broadcast publicity, onsite publicity

41,696

24,184

58.00%

800

450

56.25%

100

60

60.00%

Urban management
bureau of chaonan
district, 13
communities and 17
administrative villages
Federal labor union of
chaonan, urban
management bureau
of chaonan district,
xiashan sub-district
party committee and
office

Cultivation of residents'
awareness of garbage
classification

1

2020.Sep

Liangying
town

"Garbage sorting first,
civilized life, new fashion"
campaign

1

2020.Jul

Dazhai village,
xiashan street

Proposal, field
simulation practice,
knowledge propaganda

2020.Aug.7

Liangying
town

Exhibition board display,
reading and issuing
proposal, theme talent
show, family education
lecture, environmental
protection practice
activities

Women’s federation、
town government、
kindergarten、
community

Oct.10-20;
Nov. 25

On campus

Photo exhibition, poster

Bureau of education,
primary and middle
schools, nearby
communities

563,598

275,462

48.88%

Nov. 10-30

Garbage
classification
and collection
site in
communities

Extracurricular activities

Bureau of education,
primary and middle schools, nearby
communities

308,597

152,620

49.46%

"Hand in hand to create a
civilized city" theme
publicity activities;
garbage sorting and
turning waste into treasure
environmental protection
practice activities
Water resources
protection in lianjiang river
basin and protecting earth
Subject education of solid
waste classification and
treatment

2

1
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Participants（person times）
Main theme

Content

Times

Date

Location

Activity

Organizer
Total

Theme activity of "garbage
classification and
participation"
Energy conservation and
emission reduction,
promoting water
conservation, advocating
ecological civilization

Education on
transportation safety
(eg. Transportation
law, travel safety,
traffic sign publicity,
etc)

Promoting education
and related
information about
non-agricultural
employment

Public participation
about the content to
be displayed in the
exhibition hall

Fe-male

Female %

1

Dec. 5

Xiashan street

Practical activities and
propaganda

Xiashan street, bureau
of education

100

55

55.00%

1

Oct 12-30

On campus

Lecture

Water bureau, bureau
of education, nearby
communities

300,384

148,200

49.34%

Traffic sign publicity and
education week

1

Oct. 12-16

Community
traffic
persuasion
station

Extracurricular activities

330,384

163,589

49.51%

Traffic regulations, travel
safety education and
traffic safety rectification
activities

2

Oct. 12-16;
Nov. 5-10

On campus

Lectures, parent-child
activities

358,175

174,508

48.72%

Liangying
town

Publicity boards,
publicity leaflets on
civilized transportation,
traffic safety promoting
vehicles, and on-site
explanation by police

41,696

23,350

56.00%

Federal labor union of
chaonan district,
district urban
management bureau,
xiashan street party
committee and office

200

115

57.50%

Bureau of education,
water bureau

140,384

69,545

49.54%

320,384

156,655

48.90%

260,384

128,600

49.39%

"100 day action" public
welfare publicity activities
for traffic order
improvement in liangying
town, chaonan district

2020.may-aug.

Labor law, trade union
law, regulations on the
protection of workers'
rights and interests,
female workers' rights and
interests, regulations on
the protection of migrant
workers' wage payment

1

2020.jul

Dazhai village,
xiashan street

On site publicity, legal
consultation and
distributing flyers about
laws and regulations

Consultation on the history
of chaonan water
development

1

Aug. 10-12

Exhibition hall

Exhibition room

“Protect lianjiang river,
hunan people are acting”

1

Oct. 1-9

On campus

Photo exhibition

Achievements in
construction of
conservation forest in

1

Oct.1-10

Liangying
town

Extracurricular activities

Bureau of education,
primary and middle
schools, nearby
communities
Transportation
department, primary
and middle schools,
nearby communities
Chaonan traffic police
brigade, town
government,
community,
villages(community),w
omen’s federation

Community,
environment
protection department,
water bureau
Bureau of education,
environment
protection department,
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Participants（person times）
Main theme

Content

Times

Date

Location

Activity

Organizer
Total

danan mountain and
chaonan water source
area
Total:

Fe-male

Female %

1,691,597

49.3%

ecological
park
15

3,430,897
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2) Public health awareness activities:
Public health awareness are required in both SDAP and GAP to be conducted in
communities and schools. It is required in “Enhance measures” of SDAP that all the 232
primary schools and 63 middle schools shall participate in the public awareness
strengthening activities with 75% local residents (0.9 million people) and 50% female
participants, including health education in schools, drinking water safety education to
residents, and public consultation on display contents of Exhibition Hall. In 2nd half of 2020,
0.76 million residents have participated in such public consultations in 3.43 million persontimes, with 49.3% female participants. Details for each activities are showing below:
Education in schools. In this report phase, students from all the 294 schools (2020) have
participated in the awareness building activities on health and drinking water safety,
including 152,037students from 206 primary school, and the 87,962 students from 88
middle schools.
Health education to residents. 1,979,290 persons participated in public health and
environment education, of which 975,236 females (49.27%). Among all participants,
1,499,292 persons (75.75% of all) are community residents, with 742,646 females
(49.53%);
Drinking water safety education to residents. Drinking water safety education has been
conducted among 764,015 persons, of which 48.98% are females (374,205 persons).
Among all participants, 524,106 persons are urban and rural residents from communities
accounting for 69% of all participants, of which 49.2% are women (259,910 persons). Thus,
the community resident participants in public health awareness activities has almost
achieved the target of 70%, and women’s participation ratio is also close to the target of
50%.
Figure 3-3: Public consultation Held in 2nd Half of 2020

On July 23, 2020, Dazhai village cultural square of
Xiashan Street held a campaign activity with the
theme of "Garbage sorting first, civilized life, new
fashion"

In Agust 2020, Chuangwen community
in
Liangying town held activities including
environmental protection, health, traffic safety
and other themes
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In August 2020, Liangying town kindergarten
garbage classification awareness training

In August 2020, women's Federation of Chaonan
District gave theme lectures

In October 2020, Chaonan District Community
Innovation and public awareness training - traffic
safety,
environmental
protection,
garbage
classification, etc.

From November to December 2020, the
education system will carry out the theme activity
of "garbage classification and participation" Xigou School of Xiashan street.

3) Public awareness activities on environment, traffic safety and sanitation:
Public awareness activities are required in SDAP and GAP to be conducted during project
implementation on environment, sanitation and traffic safety. Related indicator in GAP
includes: 1) at least 40% women participated in public consultations of decision-making
process related to environment and sanitation management; 2) to ensure 50% women’s
participation in all activities related to enhancement of public awareness on environmental
protection and sanitation management.
Decision-making consultation on exhibition hall. In order to demonstrate to the public
of the publicity contents to be displayed in the exhibition hall, Chaonan Education Bureau
has conduced three public consultations to present and discuss the display contents of the
exhibition hall. In the public consultations, the publicity contents have been demonstrated
50
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to the public related water affairs and history of Chaonan District, water environment
improvement of Lianjiang River, and drinking water recourse protection in the activities
such as picture display, site visit to the exhibition hall, and field activities outdoors. All the
primary and middle school students have participated these activities via their schools
together with their parents, and the related government agencies such as Chaonan Water
Affair Bureau, ecological protection bureau, and community representatives have also
been invited to the consultations. Details of participations for residents and government
agencies are shown as below:
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Table 3-20: Public Consultation Held for Exhibition Hall

Main theme

Public
participation
about the
content to be
displayed in
the exhibition
hall

Totall:

Content

Date

History of
Chaonan water
developmentphotos displayed
to the public

Aug.
10-12

“Protect
Lianjiang River,
Hunan People
are Acting”content display
in the exhibition
hall

Oct 19

Achievements in
construction of
conservation
forest in Danan
mountain and
Chaonan water
source area

Oct 110

Forms of
Activities

Location

Organizer

Exhibition room

Chao-nan
District
Bureau of
Education

On campus

Photo exhibition

Chao-nan
District
Bureau of
Education

Liang-ying
town
ecological
park

Extracurricular
activities

Chao-nan
District
Bureau of
Education

Exhibition
hall

3 times

Participating
units
Chaonan District
Water Bureau,
students of
primary and
middle schools,
parents,
community
representatives
Chaonan District
Water Bureau,
Environment
Protection
Department,
students of
primary and
middle schools,
parents,
community
representatives
Chaonan District
Environment
Protection
Department,
students of
primary and
middle schools,
parents,
community
representatives

Number of participants
Total (person）

Female
(person)

Female %

30385

15250

50.19%

80385

40360

50.21%

20385

12305

60.36%

131,155

679,15

51.78%
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In this report phase, the targets of 50% on women’s decision-making and 40% on women’s
participation have been achieved in this subproject. The preliminary designs of display
contents in the exhibition hall have been demonstrated to the public by the above activities,
and Chaonan education bureau will consult the public for comments, opinion, and
suggestions in 2st half of 2021. The monitoring will follow up this for updated information,
especially the feedback from the public and actions PIU has taken as response.
3.4.2 Public Consultation on LAR
All the land acquisition has been completed for both permanent and temporary LAR. In the
process of permanent land acquisition, the PMO have conducted various kinds of public
consultations on various issues concerned with the project. All agencies involved have been
making concerted efforts and cooperating with each other in showing concern for all
stakeholder groups of the society, especially the vulnerable groups. Assemblies of villagers’
representatives have been convened by the PMO at village committees of affected villages,
and various policies relating to permanent land acquisition have been fully explained and
publicized. Participating females accounted for averagely about 25%.
The project of water supply pipeline network connecting all villages involves temporary land
use in villages, communities and sub-districts along the pipeline routes. The PMO and PIU
(Chaonan water supply company) has not only conducted extensive information disclosure,
but also asked officially for opinions from all relevant departments, streets and communities
along the line before construction through meetings, written form, public notice or discussions,
and appealed the construction information as required in complaint and appeal mechanism.
As of this reporting phase, public consultations have been conducted for all the projects that
have been constructed before the commencement of the construction. No complaints have
been received so far during the construction of the project by far.
3.4.3 Public Hearing
Public hearing is required in SDAP for water tariff adjustment, to ensure female
representatives no less than 30% and low-income family representatives no less than 15%.
Public hearing for water tariff adjustment has been conducted on Oct. 23, 2019 by Chaonan
Development and Reform Committee with 23 participants, of which 7 persons (30.43%) are
women and 5 (21.8%) from low-income families.
The new water tariff policy provides allowance to the poor family (Minimum Living Standard
HHs), at CNY 10/HH/month.
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Figure 3-4: Public Hearing Notice

3.4.4. Conclusion
In this report phase, the target of 50% women’s participation in public awareness program on
health, environment and sanitation has little gap of less than 1%; targets in public hearing on
female and low-income groups have been well achieved; and targets of 40% women in
decision-making opportunity in environment and sanitation publicity materials have also been
met.

IV.
4.1

FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS

Findings
(1) Implementation of the RAP proposed by external monitoring experts

In the previous 12 reports, experts put forward some positive suggestions and measures to
help better implement the resettlement action plan (RAP for short). The implementation of the
proposed resettlement action plan by the end of Dec. 2020 has been shown in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Follow-up of the Implementation of Resettlement Action Plan (RAP)
No.

Task

Objective

1

1.1

1.2

Relevant formalities
for approval of
temporary land
occupation

2.1

3

3.1

3.2

Time

Follow-up

Implementation of the resettlement plan

Temporarily
occupied land

2

Responsible department

4888.1 mu for
pipelines,
construction

Chaonan Water Supply
Company, Chaonan
District Government,
Design Institute

Same as the
above

Chaonan water supply
company, chaonan district
government, design
institute

2021. Mar

Construction will be ended by end Mar. 2021. By then,
there are still temporary land of 349.52 mu to be
occupied.The detailed survey of actual temporarily
occupied land will be carried out upon construction
completion.

Completed

Adopt friendly resettlement compensation measures
Keeping tracking of
compensatio n for
Chaonan Water Supply
land acquisition and
Company, Chaonan District Being followed Compensation has already been paid. The living and
economy restoration 2 affected
Government, Village
up till project production conditions of local residents keep normal, with
of
2 affected
households
committee
of Dongbo
completion no decline in living standards.
households in
Village Longtian Town
Dongbo Village
Longtian Town
Strengthen the institutional capacity, improve the system of documentation control
Chaonan District PMO, ias
Related training in
responsible for temporary
land acquisition and Information
land acquisition, each
Completed
building the
communication
village committee
institutional capacity
and neighborhood
committee, etc.
Documenta- tion
Establishment of
control on
the land acquisition Chaonan water supply
Completed.
resettlement and land documentation
company
acquisition
system
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(2)

Performance of key indicators in SDAP and GAP:

The project has provided equal opportunity for women and low-income persons in
employment, trainings and public participations in line with the SDAP and GAP. However,
there are still some indicators not reaching the targets required in SDAP and GAP.
Employment. In the implementation of the project, the project actively provides employment
opportunities for local residents, women, and the low-income. As of the 2nd half of 2020,
5,614 labors were employed with 1,594 women (28.39% of all), 3,556 local labors (63.34%
of all) and 966 low-income labors (17.21% of all). As of this report phase, most employment
targets such as local labor and low-income have been met, except the following:


The total female’s employment rate is 28.39% (1594 women), with 33% (770 women) in
output 1 and 25.06% (824 women) in output 2, not reaching the target of 30%;



Managerial and skilled female’s employment rate among all women employees: 9.7%
(75 women) for output 1 and 12.62% (104 women) for output 2, still far from the targeted
50% of women employees;



In the three PIUs which have started the project operation, even though the female
employment rate has reached the required 30% in both output 1 and output 2, but the
managerial and skilled positions among all females in output 1 only accounts for 18.75%
(6 women) v.s. the target of 50%.

Trainings to contractor employees. It is required in SDAP that 100% construction
employees including local labors shall be trained. As of this report phase, only 77% of all
employees have been trained; 3542 local labors were trained, accounting for 99.61% of total
local labors; 1085 local women have been trained, accounting for 98.73% of all local women
labors. Besides, 781 migrant labors have been trained, of which 111 are females, only
accounting for 14.21% of migrant trainees, less than the requirement of 40%.
Public consultation. In this report phase, PIUs have conducted various activities on health,
especially the drinking water safety, water conservation, environment protection, and
sanitation in solid waste sorting and management. Up to end of 2020, all the required
consultations have been conducted, and the females’ participation is around 49%, slightly
lower than the target of 50%.
Capacity Strengthening. PMO has actively provided trainings in gender and social
development for PIUs and contractors, and integrated the social security requirements with
the construction works so as to urge contractors to make great progress during this M&E
period in terms of both awareness and action.As of end of 2020, totally 285 persons have
been trained through workshops and trainings from PMO and PIUs, among which 31% are
female, not reaching the target of 40%.
Chaonan PMO has attached great importance to the SDAP & the GAP during the project
implementation and has attached the SDAP and the GAP as official appendices as well as
integral parts of the contract. The PMO has assigned the focal staffs to be responsible for the
implementation of the SDAP and the GAP, and one female staff to be in charge of the genderrelated affairs.
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Leadership capacity development. Workshops on urban expansion and employment for
labor opportunities have not been conducted by the PMO or PIUs so far. But such public
consultations have been conducted by Chaonan Federation of Labor Union, Chaonan district
and Township government. In July 2020, the consultation was held in Xiashan Sub-district to
propagandize the labor laws and rights, female labors’ rights and security safeguards by
booklets distribution, lawyer’s field consultation and lectures. 200 participants have taken part
in this public consultation, with 115 females (57.5%).
Other actions in this SDAP indicator still need to be conducted, including:
•

Project outcome for women’s benefit in water supply: It is indicated in GAP that workload
on women will be reduced as a result of the improved and equitable water supply service,
in particular for rural females. But since the pipeline construction in rural areas is still
ongoing, water connection for rural households have not been completed yet. PMO has
scheduled to collect data and make analysis for this indicator in the 1st half of 2021.

•

Evaluation of the quality of water supply service: This task has not been conducted yet
by far, but PMO have developed the survey plan with questionnaire by end of 2020, and
then the survey and evaluation will be conducted upon the completion of the pipeline
completion. More details are to be presented in the next report.

4.2

Suggestions

(1) Taking measures and enhance social development plan to achieve targeted
indicators in the SAP and GAP
PMO needs to continue to actively promote and coordinate the implementation of social and
gender actions as always before project completion, especially pay attention on:


The indicators of females’ employment, especially the proportion of managerial and
skilled positions in construction phase and operation phase;



Females’ public participations, which is now quite close to the target but still needs to be
enhanced to achieve the target;



Females’ participation in trainings of PMO/PIUs and the trainings among contractors;

(2) Next-step actions:

In order to fulfill the requirements of SDAP and GAP, some actions have been planned
to be conducted in the next reporting phase, including:


Water supply satisfaction survey will be conducted by Chaonan WSP in the 1st half of
2021;



Community meetings to be held on the exhibition content about and the comments on
the exhibition hall, with suggestion from the community to be record and integrated into
the design of exhibition contents;



Case study on the social impacts of the water supply project will be conducted by PMO
with the help of social consultant by questionnaires and HH visits in the 1st half of 2021.
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Appendix 1: SDAP and implementation monitoring status of monitoring framework

Proposed Actions

Target Group(s)

Agencies
Involved

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source

Monitoring
Indicators

Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020

A. ENHANCEMENT MEASURES (Responsibilities of the Implementing and Operating Agencies)
1. Employment Priority to
Local People During
Project Implementation

Priority to local labor, women
and poor labors

Use of local construction
materials, e.g., rock,
gravel, clay, cement

Preferential local labors to
be hired by and local
qualified materials to be
used by contractors are
required
in
bidding
documents


Training all workers on labor
law, safety, sanitation, skills to be
provided by contractors

655 full-time positions
during project
construction
 65% local labor
in civil work
 30% women for
labor in
landscaping and
civil work
 15% poor for
unskilled labor in
landscaping and
civil work

100% workers get
training

2014–2019 Estimated
PMO, IAs,
total
PIUs,
CNY17.1
CB,
million is
contractors,
included in
local
project civil
township
works cost
governments
and paid by
, CAB
contractors

 No. of local

people
employed
(disaggregated
by sex, skilled
and/or unskilled,
and poverty
status)
 Wages
(disaggregat
ed by sex)
paid to local
people
 Value of
construction
materials
supplied
locally
Training
of
local
workers
(disaggregated by
sex)



5614 full-time positions
provided
during
project
construction (408 in this report
phase)
 3556 local workers were
employed 63.34% of all (265
in this report phase);
 1594 female employees,
28.39% of the total (93 in this
report phase); of 1099
unskilled
female
labors,
30.91% of all local labors
 1712 skilled labors, of
which 1068 are local and 152
are women (63 skilled labors,
of which 26 are from locals, all
male) ;
 966 unskilled workers
from
poor/low-income
families, 17.21% of total (41
for this report phase);
 The average wage of local
workers is CNY 3960/ month;
the
average
wage
is
RMB3996/ month for women
and CNY 4035/month for men;
 The
total
value
of
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Proposed Actions

Target Group(s)

Agencies
Involved

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source

Monitoring
Indicators

Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020
construction
materials
provided locally is CNY 181
million (CNY 12.60m for this
report phase);
 4323 persons including
3556 locals were trained in the
labor force accounting for 77%
of total employments and
100% of local labors, of which
1196 women including 1099
local women (75.03% of all
women, and 100% of all local
women)

2. Employment Priority to
Local People During
Project Operation

Priority to local labor in (i)
conservation forest and solid
waste management, and
water supply plant operation
and maintenance; (ii)
operation of exhibition
building; and (iii)
environmental protection
awareness

269 full-time positions
during project
operation
 30% women
for labor in (i)
 50% women
for labor in (ii)
 60% women
for labor in (iii)
 15% poor for
labor in (i)


PMO, IAs,
PIUs,
local
township
government
s, labor
bureau,
and CAB

2015–
2019
and
onwards

100% workers get
training

Estimat
 No. of local
ed
people
CNY0.
employed
565
(disaggregated
million
by sex, skilled
annually
is
and/or unskilled,
and poverty
included
in
status)
project
operation
 Wages
(disaggregat
cost and paid
ed by sex)
by the PIUs
paid to local
people

2020


Training all workers on
labor law, safety,
sanitation, and skills to be
provided by the PIUs

44 workers from
the
three
water
treatment plants


CDG
and
CWSC

 Training of

Total 124 full-time positions
provided
 In Longxi Water Plant, 65
staffs in total with 22 women,
accounting for 35%;
 Forestation
nursery for
water conservation forest: 34
persons in total, of which 12 are
women (35%,), 20 are from lowincome families (58%);
 Solid waste employee: 25
persons in total, of which 10 are
females (40%)
 99
workers get trained
(80%)


local
workers
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Proposed Actions

Target Group(s)

Agencies
Involved

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source

Monitoring
Indicators

Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020

(disaggregat
ed by sex)
 Number
of
retrenched
workforce
reemployed


About 44 workers, who will be
laid off due to closure of the three
water
treatment
plants—
Chengtian, Jindu, and Tianxin, will
be absorbed into the workforce
necessary for operating the project
facilities.

B. MITIGATIONMEASURES (Responsibility of the PMO and IAs)
3. Protect Local

100% residents
Communities from
and students around
Construction
project sites know the
Disturbances and Ensure
construction
Safe Construction
Practices

Prohibit nighttime
construction and adhere
to proposed noise
standards

Reconstruct public facility
systems such as road,
poles and transformers
recovery due to pipe
installation
Construction
safety
enhancement,
including
temporary road traffic (e.g.,
safe road conditions and
proper warning sign)

2014–2019 Included in
PIUs,
project cost
contractors,
(refer
to
and
local
EMP)
government
s

4. Control and Prevention of
HIV/AIDS/STI

PIUs,
contractors,



100% project
construction

2014–2019 Awareness
training

 No. and

resolution of
complaints
(disaggregat
ed by sex)
 Number of
public facilities
(% recovery)
 Accidents on
roads laying
pipes
 Accidents
on project site

 No. of manuals,

posters, and

Complaint: None;
Public facility rehabilitation:
road
has been rehabilitated 97.8%
(1219.51km) in construction, with
27.23km to be rehabilitated ;
 Accident in roads laying pipes
construction: None;
 Accident
in
project
construction site: None;




 Number of brochures
posters distributed: 4266

and
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Proposed Actions
Clauses to prevent
STD/AIDS will be included
into bidding documents

Local CDPC provides
training to worksite health
promoters

Health promoters provide
training to all workers and
managers and
subcontractors

HIV/AIDS and STI
counseling program and
voluntary testing by health
agencies for workers
Provide manuals, posters, and
drawings




Target Group(s)
workers
100% service
providers 100%
communities in the
project area

Agencies
Involved
local
CDPCs, and
local
government
s

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source
costs for
workers are
included in
contract
costs
Local CDPCs
costs
included in
local health
bureau
budget

Monitoring
Indicators
drawing
distributed
 No. of training
sessions and
trainees
(disaggregate
d by sex)
No. of tests
and HIV/AIDS/STI
cases
(disaggregated by
sex)



Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020

 There
were
43
training
meetings, 2472 trainees in total,
784 of whom were women,
accounting for 32% of the total
participants;

6 tests (all men) have been
reported with no cases occurred

C. ENHANCEMENTMEASURES (Responsibility of Participating Local Governments)
206 primary schools, 88
middle schools have conducted
environment protection education,
outdoor activities; trainings,
workshops, etc. ;

Students are in the total
number of 239,999, including
116295 female students,
accounting for 48.46% of all
students

1,979,290 persons
participated in public health and
environment education, of which
975,236 females (49.27%）:


5.
Practices and
education about
Strengthening public
environmental protection
awareness
Public environmental protection
workshops in schools (lectures or
picture exhibitions, etc.)
Education about public health
management in residential
communities of DPA (posters,
picture exhibitions, etc.)
Establish a solid waste

232 primary and 63
middle
schools (2012),
and 900, 000 residents
in the direct project area

100%
primary
schools and middle
schools in DPA

70% local
residents

50% female
participants

No. of
schools
 No. of
participants
(disaggregated
by gender)


Local
EB,
EPB,
CB, HB,
IAs,
and local
town
government

Local
2015–2019 government
budget
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Proposed Actions

Target Group(s)

Agencies
Involved

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source

Monitoring
Indicators

management system to be
managed by local villagers in
Chengpo village and Quifeng
village

Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020
among all, 1,499,292
persons( 75.75%) are community
residents, of which 742,646 are
females (49.53%);

6. Government Subsidies
for Water and Solid
Waste Tariff

Provide subsidy for solid
waste tariff for poor and lowincome
households
in
Chengpo
and
Qiufeng
villages
Provide household connection to
the water supply system for poor
and low-income households in the
plain area with high fluorosis

100% poor and
low income
households in
Chengpo and
Qiufeng

95% poor and lowincome households in
DPA

Local
government,
EA

7. Public Health Awareness

Public endemic fluorosis
prevention workshop in
schools (lecture or picture
exhibition, etc.)

Safe drinking water
education in residential
communities of DPA
(poster, picture exhibition,
etc.)

232 primary and 63
middle
schools (2012), and
900,000 residents in
direct project areas
 100% primary and
middle schools in
DPA
 70% local residents

50% female

Local EB,
Local
2015–2018
EPB, HB,
government
PIUs, and
budget
local town
governments



2018
onwards

Local
government
budget

 No. of total

households in
villages, No.
of households
with

subsidies,
average

subsidies per
household

No. of total
poor and low
income households
in the plain area
connected to the
district’s water
supply system
 No. of schools
 No. of

participant
s
(disaggreg
ated by
sex)
 No. of meeting

No. of
comments and





Allowance to poor families
(MLS HHs) : CNY 10/HH/month
Water supply pipeline network
construction is still ongoing,
and will monitor after the
construction completion by
Mar. 31, 2021

Students are in the total
number of 239,999, including
116,295
female
students,
accounting for 48.46% of all
students;
764,015 participants including
students and 524,106 persons
of
community
residents
(75.75% of all). Among all
participants,
374,205
are
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Proposed Actions


Community meeting on
content of the exhibition and
comments on the exhibition,
and any suggestions from
community

8. Leadership Development

Workshops on social
inclusion and equitable
access to the new
economy (particularly for
the poor and farmer
transitions)

Workshops on urban
expansion and employment
(local poor and rural labor
opportunity)

Case studies on social
impacts of water supply project

Target Group(s)

Agencies
Involved

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source

participants

Monitoring
Indicators
suggestions
(disaggregated
by sex)

Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020





Local government
officials and
representatives of
communities
 30% female
participants

At least one
workshop per year

PMO, PIUs, 2015–2017 Budgets
included in
and local
capacity
governments
development

females (48.98%);
3 meetings held for exhibition
content to exhibit the pictures
and contents to the public;
No comments and suggestions
have been discussed yet, since
the discussion will be held on
1st half of 2021;

 No. of workshops
 No. of


participants

No. of
female decision
makers

One workshop has been
conducted in the workshop of
"Water Resource Protection and
Utilization" and "drinking water
source protection in the reservoir
area" held in October 23-24 2019,
social inclusion, gender equality
and social impact of water supply
projects were shared with 29
participants, of which 15 persons
(52%) are female;

In April 2019, the research
project on the protection of
drinking water sources in the
reservoir area conducted a case
study field visit for ecological
compensation in the reservoir
area, 33% of the respondents
were women;

Case study on the social
impacts will be surveyed in 1st half
of 2021 by HH visits.
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Proposed Actions

Target Group(s)

Agencies
Involved

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source

9. Public Hearings for Water
Tariff

Public hearings for water tariff

Representatives of
residents in project
areas
 30% of
female
represent
atives
15% of poor and lowincome representatives

PIUs, local
2015
FB, PB,
water supply onwards
and
wastewater
treatment
plants, and
communities

No budget
need

10. Participation and
Consultation

Research on water source
conservation

Construction plan to be
prepared by contractors
and included mitigation
measures for residents
daily activities

Public awareness plan for
sanitation and environment
protection and health
improvement

Water
service
quality
evaluation

PIUs, WAB,
2014
Representatives of
EB,
residents and schools
contractors, onwards
in project areas
water supply

30% of female
plants, and
representatives
communities

No budget
need

11. Reduction of Fluorosis
Dental fluorosis survey in selected
three villages, baseline in 2016 or
one year before the operation of
water supply plants, and impact in

Two villagers in the
affected area
100% primary students
with 8–12 years old

Monitoring
Indicators


No. of
participants
(disaggregated
by sex)

Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020

Held on Oct. 23, 2019 by
Chaonan Development and
Reform Committee with 23
participants, of which 7 persons
(30.43%) are women and 5
(21.8%)
from
low-income
families.

•
 No. of actions

No. of
participants
(disaggregated
by sex)

•

•

PIU, HB, EB

2016, 2024 CNY30,000
of
project
survey
budget

 No. of total

primary
students
(disaggregated
by sex and

The
Contractor's
construction plan and actual
operation have included the
mitigation measures to the
daily life of residents;
18 times public consultation
activities are conducted by
different PIUs as required in
SDAP and GAP in Chaonan
District, with 3.43 million
person-times of participants,
of which 49.3% are women.
Water supply satisfaction
survey will be held on 1st half
of 2021

Baseline: According to the survey
results of 8-12-year-old pupils in
Yiying village, Xiashan street,
Zhilan village, Longtian town and
Xinqing village, Lugang town:
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Proposed Actions

Target Group(s)

Agencies
Involved

Timing

Funding
Needs and
Source

2024 or the eighth year after
operation of water supply plants

12. Promote Non-farming
Employment and Improve
Livelihood

Promote information and
training on non-farming jobs
for local jobs and migrant
jobs

Provide education to
migrant laborers on labor law,
contract, and right issues

Monitoring
Indicators
age)

No. of primary
students with
dental fluorosis
(disaggregated by
sex and age)

Labor residents in DPA
 40% of
female
participa
nts

15% of poor
participants

Local
CEWLG,
2015–2018
government
PIUs,
training
local labor
budget
bureau, CAB,
and PADO

 No. of jobs

created
 No. of new
migrant
laborers
(disaggregated
by sex)
 No. of employers
involved

No. of
migrant laborers
trained
(disaggregated
by sex)

Accumulative Implementation
Status by the second half of 2020
1) Yi Ying Village: the incidence
rate of dental fluorosis was 2.24%.
2) Chi Lan village: the incidence
rate of dental fluorosis was 0.
3) Xin Qing village: the incidence
rate of dental fluorosis was 2.25%.

5614 jobs were created, 1594
women workers 28.39%;
2058 migrant workers, of which
1563 are men and 495 are
women;
In total, 4323 trained workers,
1196 women (27.67%), 975 poor
participants (22.25%);
Migrant labors trained: 781
persons, including 111 females
(14.21%)
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Appendix 2: Gender Action Plan Implementation Monitoring (As per ADB’s New Template)
By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

Task

Indicator

Beneficiaries

July to Dec., 2020

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

Female

Action
status 11

Remarks

Outcome: Improved and equitable water supply services to urban and rural residents in Chaonan District
Outcome:
Improved and
equitable water
supply services to
urban and rural
residents in
Chaonan District

Workload on
women will be
reduced as result
of improved and
equitable water
supply, in particular
to rural residents

About 4,000
women will
be released
from
fetching
water during
dry season

The
water
supply for rural
HHs is currently
relying on
carrying water
by themselves.

to be
done

100%

（Statistics upon project
completion. After the completion
of the project by Mar. 31, 2021,
women began to benefit from the
installation of tap water）

By end 2020,
0,67m
(47.86%)
In
people has
progress
started to
benefit from
the project.

Output 1:Improved Water Resources Protection
Output:
Research
on water
resource
protection
Solid waste
disposal within
Qiufeng
reservoir area
Reforestatio
n within

Ensure women’s
participation during
consultations with
the general public
during decisionmaking processes
and in any local
decision-making
bodies and
structures, such as
on fertilizer and
pesticide control,
on solid waste
management, and

0.64
million
At least 30% female
residents in
of
participants Chaonan
are women District
Record of
women’s
views and
actions
taken

1,000 female
residents in
Qiufeng Village
2,000 female
residents in
reservoir areas

110%

30.00%

10

3

0

0

In April 2019,
the research
project of
drinking water
source
protection in
Complete the reservoir
d
area
conducted
field
investigation
and case visit
for ecological
compensation

11 In accordance with the GUIDANCE for ADB gender Action plan training, the status of operation implementation refers to whether the operation has been initiated, is in
progress, has been completed, has been delayed or has been cancelled.
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By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

reservoir
areas
Public awareness
on environment
and sanitation
Textbook,
permanent
bulletin boards,
and “A Letter to
Parents” on
environmental
protection and
sanitation
management
Training teachers,
community
education
promotion of
environmental
protection and
sanitation
management

Task

Indicator

Beneficiaries

July to Dec., 2020

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

Female

on preparation and
implementation of
planting
conservation forest,
etc.

Promote the
creation of job
opportunities for
women during and
after project
implementation,
providing
appropriate
training, and
ensuring equal pay
for equal work; and
hiring local women
as much as
possible are
required in bidding
documents

Action
status 11

Remarks
in the reservoir
area, and 33%
of the
respondents
were women.

Any
agencies
related to
employment
will have
female staff.
Target at
least 30%
jobs for
women, of
which 50%
managerial
or skilled
positions

Total positions
created:169
full-time
positions during
project
construction

23 positions in
project
operation, 30%
women

50% of
Construction
women's
period
positions are
managerial
or technical
Operating
period

110%

119.9%

30.00%

30%

2326

89

770

32

2

59

0

C1 contract for
Complete exhibition hall
d
has 2 labors,
all male

22

34 working for
forest nursery
with 12
In
females, and
progress 25 working for
waste
treatment with
10 females

19.48%

50%

770（all
female
staffs）

75

0

0

there were 75
female
management
In
posts,
progress accounting for
9.74% of
female
employees

54.55%

50%

32

6

22

6

6 for forest
In
progress nursery
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By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

Task

Indicator

Beneficiaries

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

July to Dec., 2020
Female

Action
status 11

Remarks
（27.27% of
22 females）

Ensure
women
participate during
consultations with
the general public
in decision-making
processes and in
any local decisionmaking bodies and
structures, such as
All activities 0.61
million
on design and
have at least females
preparation
of 40% female Residents in the
textbook, bulletin participants plain area
boards, letter to
parents,
training
materials,
and
community
education
on
environmental
protection
and
sanitation
management
Ensure women’s
participation in all
activities related to
public awareness
on environmental
protection and

0.61million
Activities
have at least females
50% women residents in the
participants plain areas

124%

98.5%

40.00%

3 decision
making
consultations
held among
students and
Complete
community
367921 182439 131155 67915
d
residents and
related
agencies
(51.78%
females)

50.00%

9 times, with
Complete 49.53%
1979290 975236 1499292 742646
d
females
(person-times)
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By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

Task

Indicator

Beneficiaries

July to Dec., 2020

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

Female

Action
status 11

Remarks

sanitation
management
Output 2: Improved Water Supply Infrastructure

Extension of
Qiufeng WSP
Reconstruction of
Jinxi WSP
Construction of
Longxi WSP

Ensure
women
participate during
consultations with
the general public
during
public
hearings,
in
decision- making
processes, and in At least
any local decision- 30% of
making bodies and participants
structures, such as are women
on design of WSP
and water services,
pipe
installation,
construction
schedule
preparation, etc.

0.61 million
females
residents in the
plain area

101%

30%

33

10

0

0

10 women,
accounting for
30%,
participated in
the public
Complete consultation in
d
the design
stage of water
plant and
water supply
pipe network
project;

0

On Oct. 23,
2019,
Chaonan
Development
Complete and Reform
d
Committee
held the water
tariff hearing
with 23
participants, of

Installation of water
pipelines
Ensure
women’s
participation
in At least
public
hearing 30%
processes for water women
and
wastewater representati
ves
tariff

0.61 million
female
residents in the
plain area

101%

30.00%

23

7

0
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By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

Task

Indicator

Beneficiaries

July to Dec., 2020

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

Female

Action
status 11

Remarks
which 7
persons
(30.43%) are
women

During the
construction
period, at
least 30% of
the job
positions for
women, of
Promote the
which 50%
creation of job
managerial
opportunities for
women during and or skilled
Total positions
positions
after project
created:
486
implementation,
During the positions
in
provide appropriate
construction project
training, and
period, 50% construction
ensure equal pay
of the total
for equal work; and
female
hiring local women
employment
as much as
in
possible are
construction
required in bidding
is
documents
managemen
t or technical
work
During the
operation
period, at

83.54%

30.00%

3288

824

408

93

On the 2nd half
of 2020, totally
408
In
progress employees
with 93
women；

25.24%

50.00%

731

89

93

15

There are 15
female
managerial
In
technical
progress
positions in the
2nd half of
2020

246 positions in
project
112.8%
operation

30.00%

65

22

20

6

Longxi water
plant has been
put into
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By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

Task

Indicator

Beneficiaries

July to Dec., 2020

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

Female

Action
status 11

least 30% of
the job
positions for
women
During the
operation
period, 50%
of females’
job
in
managerial
or
skilled
positions

Remarks
operation; 22
females, with
18 skilled
workers, and 4
administratiive
staffs

22
females

200%

50%

22
females

3430897 1691597 2470901

Ensure that women
participate in
seminars,
workshops, and
meetings
conducted to
discuss water
supply services
design and
implementation,
water safety and
health, and traffic
adjustment safety
during
construction.

At least 40%
of
participants
Representative
in
workshops s of
are female communities
residents

123.3%

40%

Ensure female
participation in

At least 40%
of
Representative

126%

40%

21000

22

10565

1000

22

1226417

565

Qiufeng and
Jinxi water
In
progress plant is still
under
construction

In
progress

Consultation
In
progress held in
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By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

Task

briefings on
information and
training on nonfarming jobs for
local jobs and
migrant jobs, and
education to
migrant laborers on
labor law, contract,
and right issue

Indicator

Beneficiaries

July to Dec., 2020

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

Female

Action
status 11

Remarks
Xiashan Subdistrict on July
2020

participants s of
in
communities
workshops
are female
residents

Output 3: Strengthened Institutional and Staff Capacity
Ensure that women
participate in
leadership
development and
training to
strengthen their
capability in
managing inclusive
urban and rural
water supply
services,
environmental
protection and
sanitation,
employment, and
public participation

At least 40%
50 female staff
of
in relevant
participants
agencies
are female

Require that the
At least one
EA and PIUs have female staff
special staff to
has been

79.33%

40.00%

285

87

39

9

As of this
period, 285
personnel from
relevant
departments
have
In
participated in
progress
the capacity
building
trainings, of
which 87
(31%) are
women.

100%

100.00%

1

1

1

1

The
In
implementatio
progress
n unit has a
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By the 2nd half 0f 2020
Outcome

Task

Indicator

work on
implementation of
the GAP. The staff
will be trained on
safeguard and
gender impacts by
consultants.

assigned to
manage the
GAP work in
the EAs and
the PMO,
and each
IAs.

No. of
Conduct training on
trainings
capacity building in
and the
gender awareness
topics
for the EA
covered

Beneficiaries

July to Dec., 2020

Accum
Accum
ulative
Progress Objective ulative
Total
female
to date
to date

Female

Action
status 11

Remarks
female
employee

100%

100.00%

7

7

1

1

Gender
awareness
In
has been
progress included in T3
workshop in
Aug. 2020

ACWF = All China Women’s Federation, ADB = Asian Development Bank, CB = Construction Bureau, CC = community committee, EA =
executing agency, EB = Education Bureau, EPB = Environmental Protection Bureau, FB = Finance Bureau, GAP = gender action plan, HB
= Health Bureau, LB = Labor Bureau, PB =
Price Bureau, PIU = project implementing unit, PMO = project management office, TPB =
Traffic Police Brigade, WSP = water supply plant.
Source: ADB estimates.
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